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Editor Tells How
Pro-Segs Beaten
In L R. Election

Popular Teenager
Tells How Deputy
'Mistreated' Her

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — "Negroes of this city showed what could be done by use of the ballot and also gave
some food for thought to segregationists," L. C. Bates,
editor of the Arkansas State Press, said last week.
He made the statement after Negro votes turned the
ide during elections in that strife(
om city. Last week's election from the new boxes, the pro-seg
sounds like material written for a margin grew smaller. As the nuns.
movie scenario instead of real life !ber of ballots still to be countaction.
ed dwindled down to a meager
When the first returns came in few, the segregationists became
from the election, segregationist alarmed.
supported candidates were leading.
TIIE VICTORY
But in the wee hours of the mornThe Negroes had defeated them.
ing three boxes were brought in
The Negroes had resented the part
from the heavily populated Negro
these candidates had taken in the
areas ,of the city.
Central High school controversy
•
With the counting of each vote!
and these same persons had show
their resentment at the polls. They
had put the Good Government
!Committee recommended slate in
office.
The Negroes, who wanted their
children, grandchildren, nieces and
ECONOMIC GROUP — Five
to stimulate interest in econonephews to go to school nearest: students at Tougaloo Southern
mics through discussien, retheir homes had won six of the
search and publication with
Christian college, Tougaloo,
city
special emphasis on problems
Miss., were the only Negro unPONTOTOC, Miss.—A 16-year- seven places on the new
related to the South. The studergraduates in attendance at
old youth reported to have been manager's board of directors. The
persons
office
dents are seated frism left to
the Southern Economic Assoabducted by white men 12 days, had helped put in
right: Miss Suewilla Wright.
ciation 27th annual conference
ago, walked into a store here who apparently thought as t hey
last
junior of Rexie, Miss., a n d
held at Hotel Peabody,
Tuesday. He told officers he had did.
the
for
segreenough
which
association,
Miss Annie Juanita McGhee,
week. The
een living in Columbus about 50 Ironically
gationists, the seventh man to win
has chapters in 27 states, aims
tiles from here.
member of their
Jesse Harvey Bradford. a cot- is not an avowed
was backed by
ton picker, had been the object clan, although he
•
Capital City Council.
a a state wide search since Nov. the
4 when his mother reported him ARCH FOE LOSES
Perhaps the most bitter part Of
missing.
segregationist Capital
A witness had told officers he all for the
/
of Central
had seen three white men force City Council League
and the Freedom
Bradford into an automobile at a High, Mothers
ligh
for Little Rock, Inc., to take
service station near Pontotoc. Fund
campaign waged by two
But Bradford said, he "caught a was the
women.
NASHVILLE — "The injustices of segregation in
ride on a truck" to Columbus and
There was no doubt of how Mrs.
had been there since.
our American way of life" has been reason for 20,000 Haps
Thomason, an official of
"He walked into a store here Clyde
tist in Tennessee to give their second endorsement of
alive and all right today,- said See EDITOR Page 2
the United States Supreme Court's ruling outlawing pub.
Bob Cook, publisher of the Pon11111111111111MMIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIMIlIntilli1111M1011111111111 lic school segregation.
totoc Progress.
,
Authorities took him into cus00,••••
IKE NAMES TOP
i
Led by their president, Rev. A.
,
tody for questioning. His disap.
NEGRO TO CIVIL
E. Campbell, Memphis, Meuccipearance had led to an extensive
RIGHTS COMMISSION
gers to the recent ittnth annuat
Investigation by county, state and
session of the Tennessee Regularal officials because of the rePresident Eirenhower ended Baptist Missionary and Educationport of fowl play. Only Monday speculation as to what Negroes al State convtntion, adopted a resit was disclosed the FBI had join- would be appointed to the Civil olution stamping the ruling as
ed the search.
Rights Commission when he snot primarily the decision of man
sheriff M. C. Hembree and D. announced his choice last but also the will of Almighty
B. Crockett of the state highway week. Named to the commisGod."
patrol identification bureau, took sion were Stanley F. Reed,
The resolution adds, "The foundjudge
Court
Supreme
Bradford to Columbus to check retired
his story as to his whereabouts who handed down the famous ing fathers of this country realized the evils of slavery and couchMay 17. 1954 decision, chairfor 12 days.
Cook, said Bradford told him he man; Dr. John A. Ilannah, ed in the Constitution provisions
to eliminate such as soon as possirode a "yelltaw truck" to Colum• President of Michigan State
university and a former as- ble . . . to give all citizens regardbus on Oct. 31.
Bradford, who had failed the sistant secretary of defense, less of race, creed or color equal
rights and privileges.
fourth grade at 16 years old, wa,1 vice chairman of the commisin the habit of coaxing rides on aim John S. Battle, former
URGE COMPLIANCE
trucks between his home (out in governor of Virginia; J. Er"In the light of these undeninest Wilkins, an assistant sitREV. A. E. CAMPBELL
the county) and Pontotoc.
able facts, we urge a speedy and
and
the
lone
retary
of
labor
complete compliance by all conCook said the boy came into
e
resolution
"condemning and de'Ilieodore
M.
Negro:
Rev.
cerned with the law of the land
Pontotoc on the 11:50 am,bus
ploring the low moral conditions
of Notre
from Columbus, walked • into a Heshurbh. president
as determined by the Supreme
prevalent in many of the people
Dame university; and Dr. Court of the United States."
grocery store to buy a package
of this age."
Robert G. Storey, dean of the
of cigarettes. Someone there
Meeting at Fifteenth Ave. Baplaw school at Southern Meth°.
The resolution decries "the exrecognized him and called t h I
tist church here, the convention
dist university in Texas.
sheriff.
adopted a second far - reaching
----,1111111111111111iliallnliilitallinitaltill1111111111611011111111
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Sheriff Reeves Hits Abuse

Another case of police mistreatment came to light you to treat her like
she's littlest week when
deputy sheriff injured the foot of a 16. man.
year-old girl,
"I'll have to get Lt. Evans and
s - sophomore at Melrose High school
Capt. liouston to help use work
and a 1953 jui-oV queen of the Cotton Carnival.
this thing out because I have a
When the case was brought to the attention of
good reputation, I know they'll
Sheriff Reeves, he stated, "We
help me."
don't want that kind of thing and in
"lie replied to me, 'We'll put
his hand. He said 'I'll just call
we are not going to have people,
the sheriff's office on you.' 1 told Capt. liouston and Lt. Evens in
white or black, mistreated."
him I'll call the lieutenant on you. jail.' 1 told him you can't do that
The sheriff stated he had not
cause he wears a badge just like
been advised of the incident. Ile CITY OFFICERS ARRIVE
"Then he did call the officers.' you do."
said he did not have a deputy on
hie staff by the name of School- I told hint I'd call Judge McCain SLIPS OUT OF HOUSE
and report it to her. I told him
While Mrs. Albrook was talking
field.
Here is the story the victim, Miss
senior of Jackson, Miss. StandJanie Albrook, of 272 Hernando,
ing from left to right are: A.
and her mother, Mrs. Goldie AlA. George, head of the debrook, related.
partment of economics and ad.
Mrs. Albrook sald, "Last Tuesvisor; Richard Brooks, senior
day (week ago) shout 11 - 40 a.m.,
of Meridian, Miss.; Miss Den.
I had just come from paying my
nett SAM`, senior of Jacktelephone bill. Janie had been
son. Miss., and Milton Bond.
home for several days ill. Depuurgant junior of Bronx, N. Y. ty Sheriff
Harlow knocked on the
door and when Janie cracked it,
he ju.st shoved the door."
"My right foot got caught in the
door," Janie said, "And I told him
to wait a minute. He just shoved
right on."
He r mother said, ''We didn't
know he was the law until he
got in."
"After he got In," the sophomore
said, "He went to the next room
cessive use of alcoholic beverages, and said that was the furniture
illegitimate child births, divorces, and called the other deputy, Mr.
Juvenile delinquency and all oth- Schoolfield, in."
er vices which tend to destroy
Janie explained that the deputhe body as well as the soul." ties had corn. to pick up some
In his annual address, Dr. furniture for her brother, Mr. WilCampbell called on the convention liam Vide,
to start plans for its own religi- USES PROFANITY
sals education school Its the awe,
The. teenager continued, "He
one that would "reflect credit to said hurry up and clean out those had a little htfinenee at headquar- to the deputies. Janie called a cab
and slipped out of the house to reour convention, our race and our g— d— drawers. I told him ters myself."
Janie said, "About ten minutes port the incident at the Police
he had almost broken any foot"
denomination."
station.
MAY LAUNCH DRIVE
Her mother cut in, "She said later the officers drove up."
"The short police asked, 'Gold"When they walked in, I was on
Dr. Campbell asked the conven- even if you are the law, you
tion to launch a money • raising shouldn't break in people's him-- the phone talking to the lieuten- ie, what's wrong with your daughcampaign for funds to purchasel es like that without notifying them ant," Mrs. Albrook said. "When ter, sassying the policeman?' I
property for the proposed school. who you are"
they walked in the deputy said, said it's not anything. She was
The president called messeng- Janie said, "Be said you can't 'Do you know her?' I said they talking about her foot. He struck
her with that door. She hasn't
ers attention to a paradox of Sput- 1 talk to me like that. I'm the law most certainly do.
nik, declaring that the Russian- you black nigger b—."
"I said you got your furniture sassed that officer.
WENT
TO HEADQUARTERS
made moon has in the past month GETS HANDCUFFS
why do you keep hanging around.
"They said, 'Where is she now?
Mrs. Albrook said her daughter Before the officers came, I reportreceived more news coverage than
the Prince of Peace Himself, Je- replied, "I still say you hurt my ed to my white lady, Mrs. Carrot' You know where she is?'
foot and he pulled out his hand- Waleen, and she told me to re"Sure, I know where she it,
sus Christ.
she's gone to headquarters to reDr. Campbell is pastor of Col- cuffs and said you don't know who port it to the news people.
you're
port
talking
to Chief McDonald. The last
umbus Baptist church, Memphis.
to. I'll arrest you
'SASSED' HIM
words he (Deputy Harlow) told
He is also a vice president of and take you to jail."
"I called Capt. Houston and: me were I'm going
"You aren't white yet you
in have her
the National Baptist Convention,
he was out. I talked to a Lt.! put in jail. I'm going to swear
USA, Inc., and a trustee of Amer- know," Janie said thee-deputy '
out
Barges.. I was talking to him a warrant for her.'
ican Baptist Theological Seminary. added.
Her mother continued the story, when the officers walked in. Mr. "I told him you do so, but you
Mrs. Campbell is the former
Miss Alberta Granberry of Oak- "I told him I'll report you and Harlow says he was the law and know what you're doing. I told
land, Tenn. They have two chil- I called my attorney, Jatres A. he wanted my gal arrested for him I'm certainly going to report
you. They left and went upstairs
dren, Abe, jr., 12, and John, 10. Shields. I told Mr. Shields he hasj sassymg him,
my daughter handcuffed and she NOT COMMON GIRL
looking for her to take her to jaiL
isn't but 16 years old. He denied
"I told him you got your furni- They stood outside about half an
it to my attorney and said 'I ture, what are you hanging around hour.
haven't done nothing.'
here for. He said I'm going to
Janie's mother said her daugh"I told him (the attorney) yes have her (Janie) carried to jail. ter was so upset about the brush
he did Mr. Shields. Here he is Then, I told him my girl is not with the police that she was ill all
right now holding the handcuffs a common type of girl and I want afternoon.
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Unusual:
*Veteran Minister Does The
To
50 Students
Turns Over Pastorate To Young Man

Partial checks for payment on $1,000 scholarships
were mailed to 50 young men and women by the Elks deRev.
clear.
made
was
role
tore
By Staff Writer
Vance offered his resignation to partment of education last week, according to Lt.
An era has ended at historic First Baptist church First Baptist church with t h e George IV. Lee, grand commissioner of education.
Curin Brownsville. Tenn. and another has begun with the re- recommendation that Rev.
These recipients were winners of the 1967 scholarships
rie be selected to succeed him.
tiring of one of its most impressive ministers, Rev. W. S.
The recommendation was accept- given by the Elks.
Lt. Lee said, "The new pro- children and at the expense of all
Vance of Humboldt, Tenn.
ed.
Rev. Currie can feel secure in gram provides scholar- of us, if by no other way, we
For :10 years he lead his flock, gave them counsel
his job because he knows that ships for students of all races ought to develop these children
and guidance. Now, like a wise fa-,
Rev. Vance is there to help him who suffer from lack of opportu- and make them feel responsible
titer, he still gives them tht benefit abed from Lane college that he
in an emergency. He is there sup- nity or the blight of poverty. We to their own people."
of his experience.
• had just finished part of his re-1 porting his protege with his years ought to watch for our genius
The grand commissioner added,
As pastor emeritus, its is not . quirements that would
preparel of experience and knowledge.
"Our country today facers a sesit
back
on
his
content to
laurels; him for his present job. Nor when!
prepared
for
be
fully
Wanting to
vere shortage of engineers a n d
that stretch back a half century.! he entered
the Army after mar-' his new job, and in an effort to
technically trained personnel. In
For 'Rev. Vance had been a min- rying
Miss Mildred Jones, one of fill the shoes of his predecessor,
the decade from 1950 to 1960 the
. ister for 20 years before coming the church
members and a teach- Rev. Currie has enrolled at the
Soviet Union will graduate 1,200,to Brownsville. Born in Giles coun- er at
Carver High school in Southern Baptist Seminary in Lou000 scientists and engineers com•
V in Middle Tennessee, R e v. Brownsville,
that he would be con- taville, Ky., and is the only Nepared to 900,000 in the U. S., untrance attended Knoxville college linuing his training.
gro theological student. On weekless we remove all barriers in
where he began his pastorate dur-1 ACCEPTED
ends he is back in Brownsville Officers of the Orange Mound education."
ing his last years in school.
' It was net until Rev.
Currie re- singing the praises of the school Junior Civic club will be installed
Included m the scholarship
After leaving school. he served
turned from service that his fu- for its fellowship.
Sunday, Nov. 17, at 3 p.m., Mt. grants is a student from Booker
in' Clarksville, Humboldt, Winches2490
Park
Pisgah CME church, of
T. Washington, Manassas, Hamilter, Knoxville and finally, Brownsave.
ton, Catholic, Woodstock and one
ville.
Miss Willa McWilliams, secre- white student who is attending
UNSELFISH LEADER
tary of the Bluff City and Shelby Memphis State.
4 Many Young ministers, ri o w
County Council of Civic clubs will
The students from Mississippi,
serving in various states, regard
conduct the installation
Arkansas, Alabama and Georgia
one
of
the
as
him
most outstandGuest speaker for the occasion are included on this list.
ing leaders of his time calm,
will be L. Alex Wilson, editor of The winners are Jean Anderresourceful and witty, Rev. Vance
the Tri-State Defender.
son, Temple university; Frank
was always willing to give a help.
Music will be furnished by the Berry, jr., Lincoln university; Wiling hand.
Melrose Glee club, under the di- liam A. Brown, Kentucky State
With his retiring, Rev. Vance's
rection of Miss Viola Flowers, college; Margaret L. Bowes, Hoofficial reign ends, but his unand the Mt. Pisgah Junior choir, ward university: Harold Davis Fulofficial one begins.
directed by Mrs. L. C. Suttles. ler, Arkansas ArviarN college; ShaNot only is it unusual for a minEdward Smith is president of ron Rose Hayes, Briar Cliff; Carister, who is still active to retire
the club, and Mrs. Winbush is club ter L. Marshall, Harvard univerbut it is even more so when he
sponsor. Rev. D. Warner Brown- sity; !della W. Miller. Florida TOYNBEE'S JUDAISM views
picks his Successor. That is jest
—Rev. William J. Simmons,
ing is pastor of the church.
ASiM university:
whtt Rev. Vance did.
philosophy professor and dean
An invitation was extended to
Edward A. Robinson, Howard
REV,cURRIE
of men at Tennessee State netall junior civic groups and the university; Richard Rogers, Fran.
0_123.ithfui Rev. Eddie Louis
versity, (left) and Ds, Jobn
general public to attend the proREV. W. S. VANCE
Ic had no ideu when he graduREV. EDDIE
gram.
See ELKS Page 2
SharPe. Professor of music and

Civic Minded
Youths Present
Program Sunday

al

philosophy (right) joined Dr.
Nathan Retenstreich, Israeli
philosophei and author, in a
post discussion of his provocathe lecture at (he University

recently. Dr. Retenstreic), is
head of the Hebrew univerelIv's philosophy department
and is asseciate divector of Undergraduate studies.

2'
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meeting St the home of Mr. and*
Mrs. Johnnie Lee Johnson, of 988
Saxon, where they planned their
first social event. It will be Nova
26 and a 10 pound turkey will be
given away.

Sot., Nov. 16, 1957

(Conti:- 'from Page 1)
kiln, and Marshall; Charles R.
Sherell, Mexico City college; William S. Lisenmeyer, Georgetown
The social service committee of ing it after him.
university; Ray V. Spriggs, Howthe Ward 26, Precinct Civic club, Officers elected were Mrs. Besard university; Johnny Roe, Memwhich was organized last Septem- sie Forrest, president; Mrs. Cathphis State university; Gwendolyn
ber, project is to take care of erine McChriston Jackson, secStinson, Wilberforce university;
children in the neighborhood.
Lafayette Williams, Morehouse
retary; Mr. Johnnie Lee Johnson, WASHINGTON — All of the 30
Terminating their activities ob- Ark, national president of the so- college;
In the short time the Civic club eice-president; Mr. Aaron Seals, Negroes who married Germans
greetings
from
serving Founders' day, Omicron rority, will bring
has been very active, under the assistant secretary; Mr. Giles have been transferred to other
MORE WINNERS
leadership of Mrs. Roberta Sad- Bates, treasurer; Mrs. Ethel John- units, the Army disclosed recentSigma chapter of Sigma Gamma the national scene.
dedicate
is
their
Teen-Town
a
Venetia
much
as
L. Mareke, Tuskegee
Rho sorority will
In as
ler.
son, chaplain, and Mrs. Julia Mae ly.
The Army asked the men to
sorority house at 805 Saxon, Sun- national project of the sorority, Institute; Ralph Whims, S i r
The Civic club was organized Henderson, reporter.
transfer after they decided to send
it is the hope of Omicron Sigma George Williams college; Don Laday, Nov. 17, at 4 p.m.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Members
of
the club are Mrs. the Second
This will be the first sorority chapter that the house will serve zar° Clark, Morehouse college; RaArmored division to
H. A. Fester, a well known civic Geneva Jackson, Mrs. Tisha
Bo- Fort Hood, Texas early
house in Memphis, and this pro- as a center for teenagers. One of leigh Davenport, Yale university;
next
leader, outlining the purpose of gard, Mrs. Rosa L.
Bates,
Mrs. month.
Ject will carry out Sigma Gamma the main objectives is to curb Helaine Hodges, Cheyney State
the club. The members of, the Jessie B. Lewis, Mrs.
Morine Texas does not recognize
college; Barbara Jean Loachart,
Rho's motto which has been for Juvenile delinquency.
mixed
club honored Mr. Foster by nem- Pritle, Mrs. Mildred
Graham, marriages an Army
In doing so, there will be train- Spelman college; Ardelia Purnell,
many years "Greater serviceofficial said.
Mrs.
Namio
Holiday,
Mrs.
Olive
The men were left to decide
ing for teenagers and pre-teen- Cheyney State college; Alexander
Greater progress."
Williams, Mr. Odell White, Mr. they
wanted to stay in the unit or
Some of the participants In the agers in the following areas: art Perkins, East School of Music.
John
Sadler,
Mrs.
Johnathan
Gayle Hueston, American unitransfer the Army said.
court, Dr. W. W. Gibson, acting crafts, drama and music.
Smith, Mr. Jack Forrest, Mr. Her
The public is invited to the ded- versity; Sondra Ann White, How.
dean of LeMoyne college; Prof.
man Graham, Mr. Jessie Prittle
B. T. Hunt, principal of Booker ication ceremony. Mrs. Ritta H. ward university; Nancy Monroe,
Mrs. Roberta Sadler, Mr. Cleve
T. Washington High school, and Porter is president of Omicron Wayne university; Jane T. NorHoliday, Mr. Thomas J. Moody,
man, Iowa State Teachers college;
Mrs. Edna Douglas of Little Rock, Sigma chapter.
The United Taxi company, Inc., Mrs. Grace Allen
and Mr. Louis
Wilmette West, Princess Anne colhas all of itt 81 cabs equipped Allen.
lege; Lavonne Ingraham; Barbara
with radios to give customers fastThe
club
members
had their last
Baylor, Ohio State university;
er service.
Henry R. Williams, University
The largest Negro taxi comof Cincinnati; Rea Carson, Howpany in Memphis, it was organard university; Catherine Repass,
ized in 1942 when the Office of
1 0-Yeet
Temple university; Gwindell DelaDefense Transportation (0. D. T.)
Ibeereete•
no Bradley, Tuskegee Institute.
ordered all Negro taxi companies
Al
Robert E. Cain, Tennessee A.M.
to operate from a central office.
State university; Leona Jackson,
In 1949, the company was incorPea‘onsbly Priced
Fresno State college; Margaret
porated. United now has 62 FlyBy ERNESTINE COFIELD
LUCKY MISS — Fifteen yearFEINIIIIE 101.
executive secretary of the
Anne Patterson, University of
mouths
and
PvAriks.
LUMAIRS
19
Checkers.
sem. lasier.A.
for Bishop S. L. Green, senior
old Miss Thelma Morris, of
"Y," while Mr. Dick "Cane'
depor.
Although the deep South had the bishop of the AME church; Miss North Carolina; Stephen B. CoMrs. Elizabeth Young Shaw,
erg Ions, esc.
918
H.
Money
Porter,
who
No
is
a
stile
.
Cole,
hen,
master
Howard
university; Geraldine
of ceremony of
Southern Christian Leadership Hattie Mae Foster, of 637 Linden,
secretary-treasurer of the comtweet Mae Poneledble
dent at Booker T. Washingradio station WLOK Platter
Conference, Tennessee and Mem- secretary of the Ministers and Cit- Caesar, Savannah State college;
Write lee C•FaFormo
pany
since
its organization was
Jules Farmer, Creighton univer- ton school, was the winner of
Party. The party, which bas
N. Cowie
phis were well represented.
izens League and the Shelby Counelected president in 1956. Mr. AlSPRINGER FASN1ON ONIFORMS
'beer
been held for many years at
sity; Maxine Baker, Briar Cliff a portable radio at a recent
Persons from Memphis who at- ty Democratic club;
bert
WASH
"Cootsy"
DC
2.
butane/
Smith
ADAN7A
became man3. GA.
Abe Scharff YMCA. Making
college;
the "Y", is a favorite Sun701 H ST 55
tended the one day conference at
77 Alaborne SI. LW.
I.
2 Neon,
Rev. S. A. Owens, of 761 Walkager
in
1950
and
was
elected viceJerome Crooms, Creighton uni- the presentation to Miss Morday afternoon teenage funcMt. Olive Cathedral, Rev. Henry er ave., president of the Memphis
president in June 1957.
ris Is Mr. Fred R. Jiseph,
tion and proceeds are used
C. Bunton, host pastor, last week and Shelby County Ministerial As- versity; Spencer Jourdain, Harfor making improvements.
were: Mr. Oscar J. Jones, of 1506 sociation; Rev. Van J. Malone, Sr., vard university; Lynn Thompson,
Kansas; Rev. W. Herbert Brew- of 1806 Edmondson ave., First Tennessee A&I State university;
ster, of 903 Looney ave., chairman Baptist church Chelsea; Mr. Z. L. Gordon E. McCarley, Universiof the education board of the Na- Bonner, of 773 Saxon ave., presi- ty of Buffalo; Gwendolyn Lamar,
running, COMPANY
tional Baptist conference and ex- dent of the 14th Ward Civic club; Fisk university; Ernest McEwen,
1498. Cooper
BR 0-4IB3
ecutive secretary of the Regular Rev. P. E. Honeysucker, of 709 jr., Wayne State university, and
54-H01AI ISM ICE
Charline Conyers. New York uniTennessee Baptist conference.
Sims;
JACKSON, Miss. — Medgar Teversity,
Mr. Otto Lee, of 3221
/
2 Beale at.,
Elder E. E. Dickson, president
ars, Mississippi field secretary of
secretary - treasurer of the Fifth of the young people department of
the NAACP, predicted that the
Inc.; Rev. C. A. Dawson. of 1843 the Church of God in Christ; Rev.
schools in that state would be inDr. Ernest A. Smith, president be rendered at 3:30 climaxed
Kansas, 50th Ward Civic club; H. C. Walker, of 1455 Wilson, preby
of Rust College, Holly Springs, the address of the guest speaker. tegrated by 1963 "without a LitRev. B. J. Wilson, of 1368 Kerr, siding elder of the CME, Oakland
Yes—A-ZOOkills Lice,Crab.,
tle Rock."
Miss., will be guest speaker at Dr. Smith, serving his first
and their eggs in one treatpastor of St. Baptist church; Rev. district; Rev. J. C. Mickle, of 762
year
He made the statement when the
the Men's Day program of the as president of Rust college
ment.
A-ZOO works fast and
Jesse J. Snipes, of 487 E. Geor- Walker, pastor of Congregational
is an
sure—but won't irritate your
NAACP held its annual state conCentenary Methodist church Sun- eloquent and forceful speaker
(Continued from Page 1)
gia; Rev. W. L. Suewell, of 2230 church; Porter Armor, of 1427
and
skin,
won't stain your
vention here last week. Other
day afternoon at 3:30 p. m . . profound thinker.
Kerr; Rev. H. Robinson, of 2139 Kyle,
clothes. .4-ZOO smells good—
the League of Central High Mo- The Men's Day observance
and it washes right out, like
Centenary Methodist church Is speakers at the convention were
Farmer aye: Rev. G. F. Ham
Beale; Attorney H. T. Lockard, of thers, felt on the racial issue. Nor, will start with many of the men
a shampoo.
located at Alston ave. and Mis- Mrs. Ruby Hurley, Southeastern
mond, of 1450 Ethelyn ave.; Rt.
GROUND FLOOR
322 t-z Beale at., presdent of the was there any doubt of how Mrs. taking part in the Sunday
Go to your drug store toschool sissippi blvd. The Rev. D. M. Regional secretary, Clarence MitRev. J. F. Turner, of 1113 S 4th
Elder C. K. Graham, of 2142 Edgar F. Dixon felt about inte- discussions. Music will
STERICK BUILDING
day
chell,
for A-ZOO!
Washingto
n Bureau of the
be furnish- Grisham is pastor, H. Clinton Ray
at., New Pleasant Grove Christian
Rayner st., pastor of the Seventh gration. Mrs. Dixon had been a ed by the male
WHERE 50155 LISP YOU
cherus of the is program chairman. The public NAACP and Gloster Current, naAssociation National Supreme Bi- Day
A-200 BETTER ...by McKESSON
Adventist church; J. T. member of the school board when church at the 11 o'clock
GET PRIIIRINIIM
service. is cordially invited to hear Dr. tional director of NAACP branchshop;
SERVICE'
Greene, Sr., of 948 S. 4th at.: El- it set up the program for inte- A special
es.
musical program will Smith.
Rev. P. T. Stewart, of 774 Cella mer Morton,
of 159'7 N. Parkway; grating the schools. She found that
at, pastor of Union Grove No. 2 Rev. A. W.
Williams, of 1557 Wil- the majority of people of Little
church; Rev. L. A. Story, of 61 lis! L. Alex Wilson,
of 1341 E. Mc- Rock felt what she had done was
S. Parkway, West pastor of Mar- Lemore, editor
of the Tri-State right, because Mrs. Dixon defeattin Temple CME church and sec- iDefender and
public relations dl- ed her opponent.
retary of the Interdenominational(rector of
the Ministers and Citi"Whatever the Negro might say
Ministerial Alliance.
rens League for Human Rights; or think of
the crisis in Little
Dr. H. Clarke Nabrit, of 682 Lau- Mr. J. L.
Glecse, of 434 Beale; Rock, he can say he
knows how
derdale, pastor of the First Bap- and Mr. Odell
Dotson, of 711 Lecm to use the ballot
effectively," Mr.
tist church Lauderdale; Rev. Ern- pl.
Bates
added.
et Williamson, of 1:92 Melrose
et., pastor of Olivet Bapt church;
Rev. H. McDonald Nelson, of 540
N. 3rd St., pastor of St. James

Soldiers Get
Unit Transfers

United Taxi Is
Memphis' Largest

38Memphians Attend
Leadership Conference

891!
pown!

Rust College Prexy
Speaks At Centenary

You Save Twice
When You Shop At
A NATIONAL FOOD STORE:
Low, Low Food Prices

The family of M-Sgt. Clyde T. Just
before his death, his wife,
Arnold, who was stationed in Tach- Mrs.
Arnold, said she received a
ikawa, Japan, for the last five letter
in which he begged her not
months, was notified of his death to
worry aboot him and that he
in a hospital there last week. i was alright.
His family, who lives at 1230 Cannon, had planned to join him as LONESOME FOR FAMII.Y
soon as he could find a
"He was so lonesome for me
house, and
for them.
the children," she said.
' Sgt. Arnold was a career soldierl Survivors include
his wife. Mrs.
and had been in the air force since Janie Arnold;
seven children.
1943. He had been stationed at Ft. Clyde Theodore
Arnold, jr., and
Benring, Ga.: the air force base Miss Consuelo
Arnold of Washingat Lincoln, Neb.; Yuma A i r ton, D. C., Janice,
Charlotte, RichCALYPSO CONCERT — Miss'
Force base, Yuma, Ariz.; Mac- ard, Charles and
David Arnold of
Gracile Faulkner, celebrated inDill Air Force bast, Tampa, Fla.; Memphis; a ste
ipson, Andrew Wilternational soprano, will appear
Westover Field, Springfield, Mass.: liam Stone; father,
Thomas Arnold
In a folk music concert at Owen Tokyo,
Japan, and Langley Air of Knoxville, and aunt,
J6unior college, Roger Williams,
Mrs. ClasForce Base, Hampton, Va.
sic Arnold of Knoxville.
auditorium, Nov. 21. Miss FaulkBorn in Knoxville, Tenn., the serner will sing Caribbean chants, geant
After his body is returned from
was 42 years old. He came
ballads and calypsos.' By way of to
Memphis in 1738 and married Japan, Sgt. Arnold will lie in state
contrast, the program includes a the
former Mrs. Janie Womack at T. H. Hayes and Son Funeral
group of English, German and Stone
Home, of 680 S. Lauderdale. Fuin 1940.
American folk songs. Lionel Be. WON
neral services will also be held
CITATIONS
lasco, West Indian composer, will
He attended the public schools there.
play his compositions between the of
He will receive full military honKnoxville, Knoxville college and
different groups to accentuate the Denver
university. While in Eery- ors and will be buried at the Naexotic flavor of this little known ice, the
master sergeant won many tional cemetery.
and exriting music. The soprano citations
and medals tut his highwas born in British Virgin Is- est
one was the commendation :ne
land and has toured England, dal and
citation from Washington
West Indies, British Guiana and D. C.,
for his work while stationVenezuela.
ed in Japan.

Students Want
French Mail

Although the nine Negro students in Central High school in
Little Rock. Ark , have received
more than 3,000 sympathetic letters from almost every nation outside the Iron Curtain, they expressed some disappointment because
none of them has come from
France where they wanted "pen
pals.''
This information was disclosed
by Ted Poston, New York Post
reporter, on a telecast recenetly.
Of the 50 to 100 letters received
daily by the nine students, most
of it comes from West Germany,
Sweden and New Zealand.

NINTH ANNIVERSARY —
The Rev. c. M. i.e. celebrated
'de ninth year as pastor of
Pilgrim Rest Baptist church,
of 1301 Kennedy. During the
week • Pv,
bration various atinisters of the city ap-

neared on the programs. The
ley. Jasper W. William. ea
tor of Lane %venue church
reached the anniversary eel:mon Rev. lee (right) Is shown
shaking the hand of Rev. Williams (left) after the service.

Mrs. Beatrice Loften, of 280 N.
Dunlap, who had her leg amputated in John Gaston hospital
recently, condition is described as
fair by her husband, Mack Lofton,
Mrs. Lofton, who has been in
the hospital for four weeks, had
to give up her work es a beaetician several years ago, because of
illness.

Swift's Premium - Tender

Sugar Cured

The calendar makes it a holiday. But
only the heart can make it Thanksgiving!
When
you're far from home on holidays or any
day, your voice, warm with love and
remettibrance, can bring joy into the hearts
of those who miss you.
This year make Thanksgiving mean more
with a friendly visit by Long Distance.
Bargain rates apply all Thanksgiving Day
as
well as every Sunday or any day after 6.
And, it's cheaper when you call
station-to-station; twice as fast when you
call by number.

ADVERTISED PRICES GOOD NOV.14-15-16
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OpensSunday,Nov. 17
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On Nov. 17, another first will be
reached in the entire South. On
that date there will he opened
the most modern, most glamorous beastly salon in this part of
the country.
Lovely Lady Beauty Salon, Inc.
will open on that date. A completely modern beauty salon, de-

Don't Let Deseg Plan Fool You

Ins

cosinotologist who will be capable
of answering all our makeup and
skin care problems. Alanagenient
will be under the direction il
yrs. Mary Deal.
The shot) is located at 150 W.
lrigg in Memphis, and their open
house is front 3 p.m. until 7
signed to satisfy every beauty . p.m. on Sunday, Nov. 17. It should
and hair dressing demand The certainly be worthwhile attending.
salon will feature the most mod- ---,Advotthussaft
ern methods available and will
• -151' --Mi.- GIVE YOU A TRIEE— Ditill3;
be staffed by eight of the most
wall,, of otir STAUPTER
HOUR.
capable operators available.
REDUCIN(i UNIT Trained Techniciaos.
The shop will have a cont. Li,'
flown ell. SR 11-311SM
plete retail cosmetic bar under 8-11A3 Office). 9111 Oatmeal, Yamaha,
the direction of a professional Tens

4They've just become smarter. I.Lostitution toward the admission
The
he barriers are now down."
o Neroes bespeak one imporTbats the concensus from sev• ant thing: BEWARED.
mal responsible citizens here of I That's exactly what responsithe plan edopaed by the State ble citizens are going to do until
Board of Education last leek, I good faith is established. If the
which is supposed to desegregate university uses the plan to furthe six state supported institutions ther' delay, evade in admitting Neof higher learning next Fall. gri applicants those previous aca"On the surface," one spokes- demic and moral record qualify
niefo said, "the Oen may appear !them, then effective counter Sc.
favorable, but a good look be- lion should be employed.
neath the top veneer reveals some , "Our country today faces a sebooby traps, not in the least new 'sere shortage of engineers and
ones."
!technically trained personnel. it
The citizens contacted pointed was reported recently. "In the dcto the following pitfall in t h e cade from 1950 to 1960 the SoLuther King, president of the
zenship, the drive is expectSTRATEGY MFET1NG—More
board plan: "The institutiin will viet Union will graduate 1,200,000
Southern Christian Leadership
than 75 local and national ed to start Jan. 211. Some of
be authorized to use selective de- scientists and engineers compared
conference; Rev. O. S. Cunthe leaders who huddled after
leaders gathered at Mt. Olive
Vices' (subjective tests inter- to 9,000,000 in the United States."
one of the meetags are from
ningham, pastor of Collins
Cathedral. recently to plan a
views, etc) when its capacity is
left to right: Rev. Fleury BIMChapel ('ME church, and
Unless the barriers are elimiprogram for increasing t h e
hed because of limited build. nated in education, Russian sciton, pastor of Mt. Olive CatheRev. W. L. Varnado, pastor of
number of Negro voters- in
facilities, finances' and other entific manpower niight well outBaptist
dral; Attorney H. T. Locker&
Avenue
Jackson
the South between now a n d
reasonable circumstances."
number ours in many key areas.
1960. Called Crusade for Cid. president of the local breach church.
Hence, the boards lack of men- The color of skin, nor race shold
the
NAACP; Rev, Martin
of
tion of desegregation in the plan be factors in meeting this menis of no significance whatsoever, ace.
when within the same document
As Grey said in his E le g y
it spells out a pattern of disChurchyard:"
a
'Written in
crimination which has been pur'Many a flower is born to lose
sued before at Memphis State uniits beauty on the desert air."
versity.
.ManY a potential good Negro sci
There is little or no issue in the entist, engineer has lost the onmatter of desegregation where ,portunity to be of invaluable serfive of the state institutions of Nice to this country through the
learning is concerned. It is with 'tnental density supporting a sysNASHVILLE, Tenn. — Sheriff. Clinton school called for the ys
ins — MSU. The latitude the -tem of segregation.
Tom Cartwright of Nashville, senC,plosives to be hidden in the
board is to give these institutions One local daily newspaper stat- investigators to Clinton, Tenn.,
! school's coal bin, but the two
seems to be designed to provide
on the State to question two men arrested on arrested conspirators backed downl MONTGOMERY, Ala. — (ANP?
AISU with a more protective ed in a story
charges of Manny: to dynamite
Charlie Casmus, state comtechnical shield. Under the gen- Board's desegregation plan last desegreagted Clinton high school, because, according to Woodward,! —
mander of the American Veterans
eral terms of the plan most Ne- week what the average intelligent last September.
"they were afraid someone wouldl organization. charged bete last
gro applicants would be excluded, Negro here knew. That of the ' Cartwright identified the two get killed "
week that two Negroes kidnapmeanwhile this action would be learning one. Tennessee A&I uni- men sought as Avon Nolan. 19.
ped and threatened to kill him
covered by denying a token num- versity for Negroes has the low- and Clifford Lowe, 20, and mph,
ed by the two Negroes as lo.
ber of whites entry.
est standards. The story pointed sized that the pair might h.e.
Thursday. He said lie was
A more optimistic group, in the out that this instance made it dif- had -something to do" with he
ped and threatened to kill him
ority, saw the action of the ficult for the committee working dynamiting of Hattie Cotton eleraid took place about a week ago
rd as a progressive forward cm the plan to set a uniform high mentary school, in Nashville
alighted from a night club and
step.
standard FOR ALL of the insti- ing racial disorderes this fall.
over the racist seg eeation isbie
They fell that the press of un- tutions. The implications were and
The sheriff of Clinton, Glad
WASHINGTON — (ANP) — was held cap;ive while his abfavorable desegreation incidents it is true, that most students goWoodard said, that the two ar- Neither political party will bene- ductors drove round town for
in the South, the fact that end- ing to A&I come from inferior
several hours.
ing bias at MSU is inevitable, secondary schools, thus A&I rested men confessed that they fit from the troubles arising in!
Rock over the school inteArrested later on robbery chase
and that there is a growing ten- would have to have lower stand- ernbor' -1:1 on tthe project of dyna- , Little
gration issue thinks Senator alike es, the alleged kidnappers were
dency toward clear thinking iver ards.
miting the Clinton school on the
Democrat
of
Montana.'
Mansfield,
identified as Edward Hutchinson,
the problem, resulted in the unan- This printed admission in con- promise of $500 offered by an un25, Montgomery, and , Edward
The
statement
came
as
a
reidentified
person
in
Nashville
imous adoption of the plan.
trast to previous storieslb e
Republican Chairman Murray, 27, Duihum. Ala. Accordbuttal
to
« ••
contrary, bolstered the campaign
Two sacks containing 300 sticks
ing to police, Murray signed
There may be some merit in to wipe out barriers in the field of dynamite were found recently ! Meade Alcorn's claim that h i s
party would gain support from statement saying Hutchinson told
the thinkin of the latter group, of education.
near the adjacent Clinch river,
, the Administration's handling of Casmus during the ride that he
but we are unable to support it
The average Negro does not and sheriff Woodward asserted
was belig taken to his (llot
fully at this time. The past his- want second best in this field. It that the explosives had been pre- the situation.
chinson's) mother's home to show
tory of the desegregation strug- is quite obvious that second best viously stored in one of the men's I Mansfield is vice chairman of
"how white folks treated colored
the Democratic National Commitgle at MSU and the quite obvious will nit advance the usefulness of homes
tee and assistant party leader in people."
attitude of the president of that our minority in the Atomis Era.
The two under arrest are chargDuring the ride, Casinos claim.
•
! the Senate.
ed specifically with conspiracy to
ed his assailants beat him and
eielat
tied
dynamite the school
threatened his life. He said one
ing a 'Tennessee law regardinv
Words of the Wee
of them snapped a pistol at him
the possession of explosives.
Nature is the 1.1•41 eleneht five times but it failed to go off.
If convicted, the duo could he
garment or God. --10oetheo
He added the Negroes also threatsentenced to 3-to-10 years for con
ened to get other segregationists.
spircacy and 240-10 years for pos
sesing of the dynamite.
Clinton High school, which pro
tested violently against integration when the Supreme Court nilRy ERNESTINE COFIELD , worked out."
"Men and women who can not! Question: "Have you made ing was administered — so wildly
vote are forcibly exiled from their plans to get the owners and edi- that National Guard troops were
called to quell rioting — was'
national heritage," Dr. Martin Lii-' tors of Negro newspapers together
tiler King, president of the South- for an all out coordinated propa- peacefully attended when the Fall
semesterg .
ern Christian Leadership Confer- ganda offensive in voting?"
As a last minute resort to save Eisenhower's aides, and asked
According to Sheriff Woodward, Mallory depot, Mayor Edmund him to brief Sherman Adams, the
ence said at Mount Olive Cathe- IN NEAR FUTURE
the
original
plot
to
dynamite
the;
dral last week.
Answer: "Very definitely. We
Orgill called on Lt. George W. presidential assistant.
At a press conference he eattlain-, feel that this can't be sUcCess•
Lee last week, to use his political
The local Republican leader said
ed how the Crusade for Citizen- ful without the Negro press and In the future we will have oth- influence to keep the military he also talked to Val Washing
ship would function.
as much of the white press as ers."
ton, director of Minorities for the
base here.
Dr. King was asked, "Will your possible. We can't get the back - NO cONFLICT
Even before the Mayor appeal Republican National committee.
organization provide or make, in the South, but we can in the
Dr King use asked to clarify, ed to him. 1,f. Lee, a powerful and he wrote VicePresident Nis
available a person who is experi- North. We'll get some negative the alleged conflict between t h e Tennessee Republican leader and on.
enced in getting citizens register- press reports in the south. One NAACP and the Southern Mead-. head of the Lincoln League, said
Within the last few days, Mayor
ed and voting to serve in signi. of our tools of public relative is ership Conference
the depot should remain in Stem, Orgill has called Lt. Lee five
ficent local communities?
time
to be briefed on what he
people.
The
His reply was. 'There is no con- phis because of the larum enge
keeping it before the
,Answer: ''"Yes,' we'll provide only way we can do it is by gett- flict between the NAACP a n d phis because of the large nuns 'has done. The Mayor suggested
personnel and assistance in get- ing the cooperation of the edi• this organization and that answer,' her of Negroes employed there. that Lt. Lee contact Col. Piddock.
citizens registered and voting. at an early date and try to get Fin sure, will come from the Na- He said they had reached fair commander of the depot, for hi
ir service agency will have an tors. I hope to call this meeting tional office of the NAACP. The treatment, something the Negroes formation, which he did.
executive director and two assist- them sold on the idea. The meet- NAACP needs the Southern Chris- would not receive if the base is
ants to travel ali over the smith' ing will probably be in Atlanta." tian Leadership Conference a n d moved to Alabama or other parts
add will aid organizations alrcol
Question: "What is the lpurpose the Southern Christian Leadership of the South. The league also
Conference needs the NAACP. We passed a strong resolution ask
in existence. The- will also seek of the organization"
to start organizations where they Answer: "To bring Southern welcome every organization that ing for Mallory to remain open.
are not already in existence. We leaders together and to discuss comes in and helps us We're tryWhen Lt. Lee received the ur
will work through local citizens to , ways of mutual sharing on t tie ing to implement the decisions won gent call from the Mayor, he was
An 18-hold golf course was opdistribute literature. Where t h e problems of deses,regation and toi by the NAACP on local levels." in bed. Tre Mayor asked U. ened for Negroes by Mayor Ed
personnel can be of assistance, devise unified stratgey and to havel A final question was, "Do you Lee to "help create a favorable mund Orgill last week.
they will come in. This will be run a united voice from the South. feel that one of more Negroes political atmosphere," while he, Named the T. 0. Fuller State
purely on the grassroots letel." . This doesn't mean we have to have should be represented on the pro- Mayor Orgill, who is a Democrat, Park golf course, it has a modern
SPECIAL AREAS
,uniformity from all over the south, posed . Federal Civil Rights Com- Rep. Cliff Davis and others went brick and redwood clubhouse with
Question: "Has your organiza- of the leaders 'all over the South mission?"
to Washington in behalf of Mal a kitchen, golf shop and dining
His answer was, "That is one of lory.
tion selected any special areas in because each has its local probarea. It overlooks the 18th hole.
concentrated efforts in getting reg-' Irma. One of the main purposes the things in the telegram to Pres- TRE APPEAL
Offices will be operated at the
istration "
Appealing from a political ' and clubhouse by Robert Wright, presis to further instill in the minds' ident Eisenhower. There should be
at
least
two
on
the
Commission
Answer: "This will be worked
minority angle, since the mayor ident of the Sam Qualls golf club.
noviolence and to have coordinaput between now and January. We tion and harmony. The speci- and one specifically from the had appealed on an economz ba The course was built by the recSouth.
I
haven't
named
any
person
concenhave not worked out specific areas fic project at this time is
sis, Lt. Lee talked with E. Fred reation department of the Park
In the south. There will be some trated on registering and voting. I have suggested that we did't." erick Morrow, one of President commission,
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AROUND THE TOWN
Smart Folks Prefer Kroger!
Take the word of women who know — smart shoppers in every
neighborhood of our city. They prefer the advantages of food shopping at Kroger. Here is what a few of these women have to say.
In Foote Homes

Mrs. Bernice Anderson, housewife, 367 E. Vance
Avenue, says ...
"I like the big savings at Kroger. Also, the
friendly Kroger people who make you feel at
home."

GOP, Dems Lose
In Little Rock

lk

*Ting Outlines Crusade
For Citizenship Plans

A

ATTEND
INSPECTION
AND TEA
SUNDAY
AFTERNOON

iIe'itiph

Mrs. Maggie Smith, homemaker, 697 Lane Ave.,
says ...
"I like those Top Value Stamps Kroger gives.
They get me some mighty nice gifts free."

In

Walker Homes

Mrs. Freddie Wilson, housewife, mother of one
child, 188 Radar Road, says
"I can depend on Kroger to save me money on
foods of good quality."

Officials Appeal To
Lee To Save Mallory

Mayor Opens
Golf Course

;

N ortit

lit (astalia Heights

Mrs. Bernice Sullen, church-worker, 911 Keltner
Circle, says ...
"I shop on the run. So Kroger's handy departments and quick service are just right for me."

Different folks have different reasons for liking to shop Kroger.
But they all add up to this: You save more money . You save
more time
You enjoy shopping more when you shop at your
neighborhood Kroger store. And you get TOP VALUE STAMPS
for beautiful gifts free.

A good place to shop

hrocier

A good place to work

LOVELY-LADY
BEAUTY SALON INC.
150 W. TRIGG

I)

NOV. 17
5 To 7P.M.
FREE GIFTS

Brotherhood Is Theme
Of Essay Competition

TRI-STATE
Sat., Nov. 16, 1957

respect for individuals and human
Man"
NEW YORK — (ANP) — A titled "The Family of
Clinchy explain.: rights", he said. "Moreover, it
world-wide essay contest on the, The contest, Dr.
expansion of the will underscore the wort of Pt-mi.
subject "What World Brotherhood ed, will stress the
observance, dent Eisenhower, who in
Means To Me" will be held this BEotherhood Week
into one sage for Brotherhood Weheillik
month (November) under the from an American event
significance. First• said: 'Brotherhood is one of the
i sponsorship of the World Brother- of world-wide
States in most demanding — and most rehood organization, it was announ- observed in the United
auspices of the Na-, warding — principles in our to es.
ced by Dr. Everett R. Clinchy,, 1934 under the
not limited to
tional Conference of Christians and Its application Is
President of the organization
to our homeland.
Jews, the celebration took on in- our homes or
Conceived as a special feature
ternational importance in ma The responsibilities of brotherhood
for World Brotherhood Week to be
the world; and
when the Canadian Council of stretch around
observed next Feb. 16-23 among
their needs
Christians and Jews sponsored wherever men dwell,
the free nations, the contest is
Brotherhood Week north of the and their successes are for all to
I
open to citizens of 18 years and
European countries joined share'."
over residing in all countries of border.
observance after 1950 and The contest rules require that
Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin in the
'during the last three years Asian the essays must be written in
America, Dr. Clinchy said.
English and are not to exceed 200
!countries have participated.
Four winners, one from each of
"Throughout the family of man , words. The compositions will not
these geographical areas, will be Brotherhood Week is now focus-1be judged by perfection in Engflown to the United States by Pan ing attention on the brotherhood lish but solely by originality of
Anieriean World Airways for an ideal as a moral and spiritual thought and the significance of
all expense-paid, two-week visit foundation for universal peace and ideas. Essays must be postmarked
not later than November 30, 1957,
during which they will share in justice," Dr. Clinchy declared.
World
the 25th anniversary of the Amer- "rhe essay contest on 'What and should be air-mailed to
U.S A.,
and Father Bertrand schools
ican observance of Brotherhood World Brotherhood Means To Me' Brotherhood, New York,
entrant's naive,
is the second annual Harvest
Week. One hundred additional will give added impetus to this together with the
Occupa.
Time card and bunco party
Contestants will receive copies of movement which rededicates manladdress, sex, birth date,
at the church Wednesday, the photographic collection en- kind all through the world to a tion or school.
Nov. 27. St. Monica Sodality is composed of young mothers and business women of
St. Augustine parish.
—4—
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During His life time Jesus said TOO MANY FAILURES
on one occasion, "I am come Many time, as I view the presthat they might have life and have ent scene, it seems to me that the
responsibilities attached to t It e
it more abundantly'•
I wonder at some point in each work of true leadership is more
of our lives if we should not come than most of us can pay. If we
to that same place in our think- I like Jesus are going to he propoing. What •a different world this nents of the abundant life. First
would be if each of us were to . of all that abundant life must be
think in terms of making life more a definite part of us. Unfortunateabundant for someone else. I fear ly, there are far too many people
that much of the confusion so pre-,l in places of responsibility w h o
valent now would soon be over!! have failed to come to grips with
But, tragically, in my thinking far the more aspects of life themtoo many of us, even when we selves.
high school by the members
PRESENT VESTMENTS—FaWe can not project into the
think of the abundant life, think
of the St. Monica Sodality relife of someone else those things ther Cosmas Herndel, OFM.,
only in terms of our life.
cently. Making the presentaHistory reveals that through the that we do not have ourselves. assistant pastor of St. Augustion are Mrs. Ophelia Little,
ages there have been outstanding The statement, "How can we teach tine church, of 909 Walker, is
Mrs. Jessie Neely and Miss
men who have forsaken their all that which we do not know or shown as he is receiving new
Floria Lewis. The next fund
for the cause of others. Unfortu- where can we lead when we do altar vestments, which were
raising activity planned by
nately there have been too few of not knon" becomes very impor- presented for chapel services
the group for St- Augustine
In the new Father Bertrand
these men and they are too far tant in this day and time.
apart.
In a like manner how can we
A few nights ago one of the lo- mould the lives of others when
cal ministers, Dr. W. Herbert we have failed to adequately
Brewster, made this statement, men who are strong — strong in
"When we should show up there mould ours. Our world today needs
are too many of us who are satis- thought, strong in conviction,
fied merely to show off."
strong in determination, and
This statement is very reveal- strong in their deep-seated sense
Funeral rites will be held for She was the grand recorder,
ing and most characteristic of the of direction and value.
many people of our day and time.
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — A Southern Mrs. Katye H. Steele, of 4133 1 B.P.O.E. of W., and was treaslives of our asTo
improve
the
When we should be somewhere
Prairie, Saturday, Nov. 18, at 10 urer of Helitrope temple No. 26.
sociates, we must first live the
NASHVILLE — The expansioe He alSO Said that extensive im- newspaper editor told Missouri
showing up for some worthwhile
kind of life that will be challeng- program of the Sunday Publishing provements will have to be made school teachers, that racial ten- a.m. at Ebenezer Baptist church, She was the grand directress of
cause we are somewhere else
ing to all of those with whom Board, as adopted by the Board on the Morris Memorial building sions in the South are
the education department; Past
showing off.
destroying 4501 Vincennes ave.
we come in contact. The rising' recently and announced officially to make it conform to the Nashfriendly
Loyal Daughter Ruler Golden West
communications
between
COMPROMISE
A
resident
of
Chicago
for
23
disorder
in
this
day
af
human
tide
Authority specificaI fear that when a complete and time forces us to know that at the National Baptist Conven- ville Housing
people at a time when Americans Provident hospital, following a sud- Council of P.D.R.'s; past grand
Louisville'
in
A.
Inc.,
tion,
U.
S.
tions.
analysis of current world condi-,only the best lives are to make
den illness.
daughter ruler; organizer of Past
has began, according to Dr. A. Because they want to provide the must be united "if the nation is Mrs. Steele died Sunday, at
tions are made we will find that! this a better world.
Grand Daughter Ruler's club anda
education, the to survive."
Christian
secretary.
in
Townsend,
best
M.
in far too many instances men , NOT OUTER SPACE
production a new1 Mark F. Ethridge, jr., publish- years, she was born and educated A member of the Queen Vashti
and women who are in high posi- I was very much concerned to This announcement was con Board has in
in Memphis, Tenn. At the time of thapter Nc 121 O.E.S.
children's,
tions fail to exhibit the moral and note in a local paper this week tamed in the Board's annual re- teacher quarterly for the
experimental issue of!er of a Ravenswood, W. Va., news- her death she was thy secretary She is survived by a nephew,
MRS. STEELE
spiritual convictions that they. that one writer had focused our port made by Dr. Townsend at division. An
of the Apex Beauty school, at 4121 Thomas Chapman, of Chicago.
new pupil quarterlies will also he paper, told a meeting of the Misshould. It is a pity that those who attention not on throwing things Louisville.
E. 97th st.
but,
quarter,
souri
department
of
classroom
first
the
for
have been able to man never into into outer space, but familiariz- The expansion consists of the produced
into regular produc- teachers that the race problem , For many years in Chicago, Mrs.
places, of importance have done so ing ourselves with those things purchase of property adjacent to will not go
"Our Store is as Close as Your Mailman is to Your Door"
building — tion until the fourth touter.
has deeply hurt the South's fight 'Steele was an active member and
minus the moral and spiritual for- that are above outer space so that the Morris Memorial
Beginning July 1958 and in co- for industry. He said the only 'organizer of the Elks and the OrPubSunday
School
home
of
the
WILCO RELIGIOUS SERVICE
titude needed so badly in this day , our lives will be more beneficial
lishing Board — and the purchase operation with the National Bap- cure is "patience and willingness ,der of Eastern Star,
and time.
to those about us. He continued
& SUPPLY, Inc.
en•blem.'
of a lot on which the board will, tist Laymen's Movement, the
Sometimes I wonder if people1 that in many instances we have so erect a house for its printingl Board will issue a 48 page per-, Ethridge, who is the son of the
107 WEST 135th STREET — NEW YORK 30, N. Y.
He added:
are not too prone to compromise,concerned ourselves with the con- equipment sometimes in the fu- iodical for local church layman's, publisher of the Louisville, Ky.,
, "Some Southern legislators are
CHURCH AND SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES
in the discharge of their duty an& quering of the moon and outer lure.
leagues.
Courier-Journal asserted:
making race laws like the first
Badges, Caps, Gowns, Banners, Hymnal Books, Gospel Song Books
In preservation of their position.' space that we have failed to come
periodThe second building is necessary, "The demand for such a
"The Russian Sputnik gives is straw houses of the little pigs.
Church Supplies
I fully realize that in some in- I to grips with spade — the mean- Dr. Townsend explained. because ical is very great," said Dr.' little time to fight among our- When tested by the winds of realiMAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY - WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
stances compromises are neces- ingful space that is up and above. "the volume of printing done by, Townsend. "Both laymen and selves."
ty they will fall."
sary and essential but no man hasl Only in proportion that we come the board is larger than the pres- ministers have asked for this pubthe right to go around doing it all, to grips with the meaningful in ent capacity of the plant. Some of. lication."
the time.
this life will we be able to be the printing is done outside the
Additional personnel will also
The urgency of the jobs they, meaningful ourselves.
be added to the present staff.
, plant.
•
are to perform makes it manda-• That in short is the crux of all
tory that these men and women of our troubles, our dilemmas,
SAVE
WAYS
have moral and spiritual insights our confusions of today. We mast
that will enable them to make the associate ourselves with the things
abundant life possible for all of and in the long run we will be
•
those with whom they come in ' able to make the lives of others
abundant!
contact.
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Unity Among
Expansion Plans Begin Americans
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HOUSE FURNISHING COMPANY
MEMPHIS, TENN.
MAIN AND POPLAR

LOW PRICES
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

CASH FOOD STORES

Buy On Our
present an organ solo and Mrs.
EMMANUEL BAPTIST
attractions Hayes will act as mistress of
Two outstanding
ceremonies.
Among the musical
have been scheduled for Sunday's
worship at the Emmanuel Bap- group taking part will be t h e
Manassas Glee Club and the St.
tist church.
Set for 5 p. m. is a recital, Luke Baptist choir.
Percy Ragsdale, the pastor's son, Two efficient planners are heading Women's Day, Mrs. Gissie Leswill render it.
At 7:30, Friends' Night will be ter. cheienian and Mrs. Callie
held. The choirs of the church. Young, co-chairman. Assisting
will present a musical. Many them as heads of various other
committees are Mrs. Clara Shells
friends are expected to attend.
Rev. W. E. Ragsdale, the pas- and Mr. Ophelia Little. Miss Juator, will preside during the morn- nita Young is the secretary.
The Columbus and Gospel Teming services.
The congregation of Friendship ple Baptist choirs are rendering a
Baptist church will observe Choir musical at 7:30 p. m.
Rev. C. T. Epps is the minister.
Day Sunday. Much planning has
gone into the anticipated excess
of the Day.
The public is invited to share
this occasion with members of
Friendship.
MT. MORIAH BAPTIST
Highlighting services at the Mt.
Moriah Baptist church Sunday
will be a stirring morning mes- LOS ANGELES, Calif. —(ANP)
sage. It will be presented by the — Funeral services were held
pastor. Rev. R. W. Norsworthy. here Monday for Mrs. Juliette
Combined choirs of the church Eetelle Troy, mother of Seventh.
will nprovide music for the serv- day Adventist official Dr. Owen
ice.
A. Troy, with Elder R. Wendell
MARTIN TEMPLE MEMORIAL Nelson giving the eulogy.
CME
Mrs. Troy, an early settler in
It will be Laymen's Day at the Los Angeles and the wife of one
Martin Temple Memorial C. M. E. of the city's first Negro mortichurch Sunday. A. W. Willis of cians, was born in Canton, Miss.,
Mt. Olive Cathedral C M. E. According to Casmus, the bold
church will be the principal speak- In 1873 and attended Rust college
er. Music will be furnished by at Holly Springs and LeMoyne
the Junior choir and J. F. 5j'3. college in Memphis,' Tenn.
tin Chorus.
One of the founders of the SevThe Laymen's Day program. enth-day Adventist church in
will be held at 730 p. m.Southern ualifornia. Mrs. Troy orSU MMER FIE LD BAPTIST
ganized one of the denomina
On the agenda for Summer- tion's first churches west of the
field Baptist church Sunday is a Ohio river, in her home
regular day.
Mes.ages will be delivered during the morning and evening
services. The pastor, Rev. Leon
Brookins, will officiate.
GOSPEL TEMPLE BAPTIST
Gospel Temple Baptist church
Is celebrating Its Women's Day DETROIT — (ANP) — Voters
Sunday. Speaking in honor of the In Detroit elected a 37-year-old
atDay will be the very personable' torney as the first Negro councilMrs. Bernice Abron. Mrs. Abron. man in a local election this week
a member of Metropolitan Bap. The successful canddate was till
tist church and a teacher at the ham T. Patrick, jr., who placed
Manassas High school, will ad- eighth among the nine candidates
dress the congregation at 3 p. m. Patrick, backed by the UnitIn addition to the speaker, a ed Auto Workers union of the CIO,
talent-pack program has been scored a tremendous victory in
planned for the ohaervattion. Somel the city-wide election, polling
Of the participants are Mrs. Per. 142,133 votes. Eight months ago,
Mee Leatherwood of St. Stephens Waiter Riiither, president of the
Baptist church and Mrs. Burny, union pretieled that a Negro
DOD' Ilayes of St James A. M.' would be vie orlons in this year's
F.. church. Mrs. Leatherweod wlIl race for the City Council.

Lay-Away
Plan

Its harvest time and the Big
Star Stores are full of fall
fruits and vegetables that will
help to balance that ever lean.
ing budget,. Just get out your
sack of Jack Sprat enriched
wheat Flour and Jack Sprat
cream style meal and they too
will help further adjust that
budjet.-

Holds Your Purchase
Until Christmas!

Rites Held For
Early Migrator
To California

Attorney Elected
To Detroit Post

l'es Madame,

Small Down Payment

Feel Better!
Rest Better!

SPALDING
Official Football
21 BOOKS
"Only 1200 Stamps
TO FILL A BOOK"

What could be more tenipting
with those fall vegetables than
hot corn muffins or crusty
brown corn sticks. Taper this
meal off with apple 'n Dumplings served with plain or whipped cream. Dad will want coffee, the small fry milk.

APPLE DUMPLINGS
Roll or pat baking powder
biscuit mixture, 1-4 Inch thick;
cut in 4-inch squares. Place a
whole apple, pared and cored
in middle of squares. Fill apple
with sugar mixed with sugar
and cinamon. Dot with butter;
draw four corners of dough together on top of apples Pinch
edges together; prick with fork
and bake twenty-five to thirty
minutes in moderate oven (350
degrees F.). May also be served with lemon sauce or hard
Sauce.
JANA C. PORTZ*

Bye for now,
Jana Porter

)(.

WDIA'S 50,000 WATTS CARRY BIG STAR TALENT SHOW TO FAR OFF PLACES

Swing King
Reclining Chair
as low as

69'

Rest your heart . . . elevate your feet ...
support your back . . . you can't imagine
what real comfort is until you try this
amazing chair! Scientifically designed to
give you true contoured support from head
to toe.

EASY TERMS
FREE PARKING I
FOR BEST SELECTIONS — FOR BEST BUYS
SHOP DOWNTOWN AT SAM FORTAS
MAIN AT POPLAR

t 1
THE MID SOUTH'S most powerful radio station proudly carries
the popular Big Star Food Stores talent time show tremendous
distances toward every point of the compass; thus the talented
boys sad girls who appear on Big Star Talent Time are given
an excellent opportunity to show a vast Mid-America audience
the excellence of their performance. Big Star In glad to give
these stars of tomorrow this opportunity for there la no doubt
but that tee
'• •
r^”, 0,e aspiring ‘9-nov,

hopefuls of today. It is a fact "opportunity knocks" every Saturday morning at 11:30 over WTHA when Big Star Talent Time
unfolds. If you would like an audition try-out for the Bie star
show, you are cordially invited to contact WD1A. Phone BR 6-2703
Pictured above are left to right: In front—Helen Prudent. First
row—Charles Echols, Eldon Elizabeth Prudent, Willie 11K,
Yvonne Townsel, Eugene Wilkens. Second row—Percy Rs.
kInA. and Fannin llartny„

•

GEORGE KOMENOV, Detroit labor relations consultant, is shown as he refused to tell members of the Senate Labor Rackets committee whether he funneled more
than $60,000 from management into payoffs for union
bosses. Hearings are being held in Washington. —
(INP
Soundphoto)

come a nurse, she says, so she can help others. Doris weighs
112 pounds
and measures 34-22-37. Photo by Elroy.

NEW JERSEY GOVERNOR
Robert Meyner is all smiles
as he hugs his mother, Sophie, and his wife, Helen, in
the governor's home after
hearing that he had been reelected for a second term.
Governor and New York
Mayor Robert Wagner led
the victory parade for the
Democrats. INP Soundphoto

THArS WHAT DORIS McCormick is doing in the photo,
but she doesn't
do that all the time. When she's not working as an inspecto
r at Speigels,
Doris is bowling or dancing or riding horseback. Her
ambition is to be-

MAYOR ROBERT F. WAGNER and his wife raise their
hands in victory after Republican candidate Robert
K. Christenberry conceded
defeat to the Democrat in
New York City's Mayoralty
election. The Wagners were
Joined in celebration by supporters at the Hotel BiItmore. INP Soundphoto

WEARING A STRIKING evening ensemble of gold and green gown and
coat, high school senior Florette Townsend receives a 1957 Park and Tilford trophy designating her as "Miss Best-Dressed" at 12th annual
Press Photographers' Ball in New York's Rennaissance ballroom. Presenting trophy and extra prize of wrist watch is Walter Niehoff. P&T
assistant general sales manager.

DR. WARMOTH T. GIBBS, (r,ght), president of A&T College at Greensboro, N. C., delivered the principal address at the annual dinner sponsored by the Norfolk (Va.) chapter of the A&T College Alumni
Association, in that city. He goes over the program with Walter L.
Hamilton. retiring president of the chapter. and Mrs. Helen
M. Griggs, current panoideall.

MEMBERS of a rescue team are shown bringing down
soldier of the West German Army, one of two soldiers the body of a
and three girls
killed near Berchtesgaden during a mountain climbing
tour. Leader of
the group lost his footing — taking the others with him
to their deaths.
INP Soundphoto
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Dear Mme. Chante: You have
helped so many maybe you can
help me. I am 3.3. 5 feet 1'3 inches tall and weigh 170 lbs. I
don't drink or smoke. I work for
the city of Chicago. I would like
to meet a nice lady — age dues
not matter. If not interested in
marriage, do not answer. I love
children. P. M. Jones. 4948 Indiana ave., Apt. 9, Chicago, 111
• • di
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
Jamaican with a secondary degree to my credit. I do hairdressing as a hobby, also lots
reading in my spare time. My
complexion is brown, height 5 feet,
inches tall, weight 135 lbs.,
bust 38, waist 24, hips 41. age 27.
With my figure I should be able
to get a couple of nice pen pals.
Hcping for an early reply. Daphlie McKrieth. 77 Brighton Rd..
Stoke Newington, London N. 16,
England.

Mier

•••,••_.

Dear !time. Chante: I am a Jamaican now living in England for
awhile. I would like to get a penpal. I am 22 years of age, 5 feet,
3 inches tall, long black hair.
brown eyes and dark complexion,
weight 120 lbs. Maureen Newman,
128 St. Paula Red. London, N. 1,
England

Dear Mme. Chant.: I am look.
ing for a nice lady friend. I work
every day and I have a nice
place. If you can, find someone
for me I will gladly answer all
letters. Send picture in first letter please. Arthur C. Taylor. 6153
Ellis ave., Chicago 37, Ill.
•• di
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a Jamaican man, 23 years of age, 8
feet, 2 inches tall and weigh
195 lbs. I am an electrical engineer here at school. I just aerieed here a few weeks ago, although
I've been to and from America
three times. I will leave for Europe in June when I finish my
course. So I was hoping to meet
a nice American girl from your
beautiful city between 18 and 24

Years of age, one who loves
church as much' as I du. I speak
English well. I wort part time
as a welder. Jerome Johnson,
2138 Wabash, Chicago, 111.
•••
Dear Mme. Chute: I am desirous of becoming a member of
your pen pal club I am 5 feet,
4 inches tall, weigh 110 lbs., 23
years old and single. I sin Jamaican but am now residing in Canada. I have a fairly good education and am considered attractive, P. T. 0., 235 Lonsdale R.,
Toronto 7, Ont.. Canada.
• ••
Dear Mine. Chante. I sin look.
ing for an ideal man, 5 feet, B or
10 inches tall, weighing between
198 and 200 lbs., color doesn't mat-

ter. I like clean tun — sinoke,
drink and dance a little just to
make life worth living. 1 go 5
fret, 8 inches tall, weigh 1511 lbs.,
age 33 with brown hair and eyes.
My hobbies are art, swimming
and creative dancing. I work in
a big establishment in the city.
Jacqueline ,Pinto, 1341,1 Church at..
Kingston, Jamaica, BWI.
• ••
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
like to correspond with men between 40 and 55 I am a very
lonely lady of 57, weigh 160 lbs..
5 feet. 3 inches mall with a dark
complexion. Will answer all mail
and exchange photos. Would like
for him to live here in Muskegon.
Mrs. Ellen James, 124 Apple ave.,
Muskegon, Mich.

Dear Mine, Chante: I take this
opportunity in asking you to help
me contact American male pen
pals between the ages of 24 and
40. 1 am a Jamaican of dark
complexion, age 23, 5 feet, 4 inches tall. I sincerely hope you
will help me with my request.
Francita Powell, 2 Sygment Lane,
DWI.
•••
Dear lime. Chante: I would I
very much to meet a nice young
lady. I am 22 years old, 5 feet
2 inches tall, weigh 148 lbs.,
1
10/
with light brown complexion and
considered nice looking. I would
like for her to be between 19 and
22, 5 feet 5 inches tall, weighing
120-125 lbs. Race or creed is no

object. 1 would like for her to
live on the iouthside of Chicago.
Samuel Harris, jr., 7630 S. Michigan, Chicago 19, Ill.
•••
Dear Mme. Chants: Please help
me find friends as you have helped so many. I am 46 years old,
medium brown skin and weigh 190
lbs. I want to hear from men between 45 and 60. Will also appreciate hearing from women pals.
7101,2 N. Warren, Saginaw, Mich.
•••
Dear Mme. Chante: You have
helped so many others, I hope you
can help me. I am a girl 24 years
old, 5 feet, 6 inches tall, 130 lbs.,
considered nice looking. Also have
dimples. I would like to meet a
man between 25 and 30 — height

begween 6 feet and II feet 2 inches.
He must be intelligent, kind and
one who likes church work. I promise to answer all letters and exchange photos. R. M. N 7038 S.
Woodlawn Ave.. Chicago 17, III.
•••
Dear Mme Chante Please help
me find a nice woman companion
between the ages of 24 and se 1 :
have always liyed in a small town
and I just can't find iny way
around in a large city I am a
working man with a fair education.
1 am 6 feet, 2 inches tall, weigh
302 lbs., brown skin with black hair
and I am 34 years old. I would like
to meet someone in New York if
possible. Please send photo in first
letter. J. L. Britton, 1553 S. St.
Louis, Chicago 23, Ill.

r
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e U. S. Armed Forces And Integration

Nev

without racial restrictions.
On March 27 of this year. SecIn its campaign to encourage
retary Wilson reported to the
more young men and women to
segregation had
President that
enter the Armed Forces as a full
been eliminated on military inthe
career,
time
Department of
stallations for all educational and
Defense has issued a revised list
training courses including schools
of Negro personnel in key indifor dependent children.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a tary positions.
NEW OPEN POLICY
woman of 32, 5 feet tiai incites
The ro.iter of names represents
The new open policy on assigntall, weigh 22.5 lbs., but carry my only a cross section and is inment of Negroes to military misweight well. I have childre n. tended primarily for ROTC casions also came early this year.
Would like to hear from men be- dets who are studying for coinThe list' compiled by Evers' oftaeen 28 and 40. I like music missions.
fice gives the names of 129 perane clean fun. Will answer all
sons as an example of the disThe report reveals the progmail. Misa Elizabeth Densmore.
tribution of Negroes in the sereress of integration in :he servPortland,
542 N. E. Sankafael,
ices.
ices; but the most significant
Oregon.
More than 80 of this group are
change in policy since that time
..•
is that Negroes can now he asfield grade officers, including nine
full colonels, and two Navy lieuDear Mme Chantc: I would signed to any U. S. military astenant commanders.
like to correspond with women sistance advisory group or misSome of the usual assignments
between the ages of 24 and 30. I sion over seas in all branches of
include the following: Lt. Col.
am 33 years of age. I feet. 9 the services, if qualified.
Arthur H. Booth, deputy chief of
inches tall weighing 15S lbs. inis STEP FORWARD
This is a big step forward. but
staff for operations, Department
Granville. Lawrence, 266 Affreton
in another area. the buck passing
of the Army.
ltd., Nottingham, England.
lie inspects MAAGS end misfor responsibility as to policy still
sions in Africa and the MediterDear Mine. Chante: Having leaves a cloud of uncertainty over
ranean as staff officer for the
heard of your club. I have de- the situation. This relates to the
deputy chief of staff or training
cided to write to you 50 that you assignment of Negro military atand operations:
can give me full particulars. I taches to embassies and consul- CHAPLAIN JOHN DENTAL"'
Capt. Clarence hunt is a trainam a 43-year-old alainaican who ates around the world.
ing officer fort he MAAG at Viet
Officially, both the State Departwill be interested in a womNam. He is a Morgan college
an who likes to love and be loved. ment and the Department of Degraduate.
After hearing from you I will fense deny that there are color
to an efficer at the entrance
tinguished Service Medal to
Capt. Charles L. Smith. a West
DURING A CEREMONY In
of Chicago (left) personal adgive you all particulars of myself. bars in this field; but the facts
to the Orderly room. COI RSv
Clay we
Lucius
DavGen.
to
visor
0
Benjamin
WashMAAG
Gee.
with
is
Brig.
building,
grad,
'49
Pentagon
Point
the
are
are
there
no
yet
in
Negroes
Miss Mary Rogers. 537 Franklin
Is nnw stationed at 5th 1,rms
is, jr., commander, Air Task
Negro affairs, visits the Kitington, D. C., Gen, Nathan F.
military assignments in this servat Formosa.
ave., Brooklyn 38, N. Y.
Headquarter. in Chicago, 4zingen, Germany, base traln•
Lt. (junior grade) Lawrence Twining left - photo at left)
Force, F. E. A. F. In photo
ice except in Liberia.
•• •
flee of the comptroller.
ing center. Here, be speaks
Chambers, USN. is a pilot with chief of staff, United States
at right, Lt Col. Marcus Ray
The office of the civilian assistDear Mme. Chante: I am writthe Attack Squadron, 215, USS
Air Force, presents the Dising you this letter in hope that ant to the secretary of defense
Yorktown.
you might be able to help me has been quitely conduction
naa
Major Benjamin Benton,
papers had helped to prejudice
with my problem. I am a very les into policies on the assigntive of New York is with MAAG
the ease against the NAACP by
lonely young man of 21, who has ment of Negro personnel.
Taiwan.
on
editorializing against the bearbeen searching hard for a wife. James C. Evans, who heads
M-Sgt.
L.
of
Joseph
this
Stevenson
office
credits the diffigence of
ings.
Thus far, I haven't had any sucwas
U.
Howard
at
staff
ROTC
the
aide,
his
Major
T.
John
Martin
cess at the situation. I am a faithBishop Stephen Gill Spottswood
to
assigned
Arabia
Saudi
recently
for
a
up
opening
pathway
hitherful church worker, have a permaof the AME Zion church testified
on MAAG.
nent job and a college education. to roadblocked. Now the definite
that he had no confidence in an
Lt. Col. C. H. D122mport, is
Yet I live here all alone in a policy on military assistant adFBI report finding there was no
chief of the Nuclear Weapons Et
world of only imagination, dreams visory groups and missions states
evidence of police brutality oar
feels Branch, Armed Forces. Sue
and , disappointments. that it is open to all qualified persorrow
collusion by Police Commissioner
cial Weapons Project, Sandia
Surely there must be some eirl onnel.
Robert Murray, Bishop Spottswood
Base. New Mexico.
Extensive probing on policy
waiting for me somewhere bewas former president of the
ASSIGNMENTS
tween the ages of 18 and 20 who has been conducted by Congressbranch. He recalled in 1952 he had •
Capt. Bert Cumby, is a car,
wants a real true husband. I'm man Adam Clayton Powell. jr.,
asked for FBI help on similar
sultant with the Defense Advisory
only interested in a wife of true for two years between the State
20, the harried manager found it rid of her, the convention unani- charges and that it had said there
By ETHE1102PAYNE
Committee on Prisoner of War
love and faithfulness who n ilap- and Defense Departments in rewas already occupied by a dele- mously passed a resolution mak- was no evidence despite indispuCode of Conduct, at the Army
preciate a happy life with me. I sponse to complaints of discrim•
Intelligence School, Fort 11015. Spotlight last week was on the gate, left Jeanne sitting on her ing her president for life or as long table evidence to the contrary.
promise to answer all letters im- ination in assignment!.
bird. Md. He testified in the coati convention of the National Coun- bags while he made some frantic as she wanted the position. She
••
/
mediately. So here's hoping that STATE PREFERENCES
martial of one of the "turacoats" cil of Negro Women where the fe- re-adjustments, finally two hours retired of her own volition a few -'I`he Commission is to make its
In several instances both deintelligent.
respectable
some
demonof
was
male
gender
the
of
Korean
who
the
conflict
years
returnlater.
space.
her
got
later,
young lady will come to my res- pirtments have sought to pin the
findings on the hearings in a few
strating a well-founded truth that
ed to this country.
Other Chicagoans arriving in- With the impact of the de-segre- days. Eugene Davidson, president
cue. Mr. Willie Frazier. PO Fox blame on foreign countries, sayBOOTH
ARTHUR
COL.
male
the
politics,
to
LT.
comes
it
when
Lt.
Col.
Montgomery
Raymond
of
passage
the
and
crisis,
gation
only
had
they
ing
that
requested
401, West Memnhis, Arkansas.
cluded, Thelma Taylor Williams,
of the branch, proposed a six.
• y•
is a staff officer at headquarters of the species is a hut piker up Mattie Smith Cohn, Mrs. Dorothy the civil rights bill, it was hoped
personnel of certain racial and
point program of changes to'corstaled it did not want any Ne- of the Korean
Creek".
End
"Dead
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Advisory
to
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would
be
religious
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character
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that
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am
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Sutton Branch, president of the
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confab
about
more
old
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Chicago Chapter, Mrs. Mame MaThis latter charge brought a
and accused Murray of lacking
Lt. Col, Robert Hendrick, jr., than routinely exciting because of
inches tall with brown skin. I haat. Saudi Arabia was said to hate flat denial from the Ethiopian
son Higgins, and Mrs. Lovelyn lenge facing it and its potentiali- initiative to and imagination to
ties as the powerful body Mrs. carry them out. Davidson demand-:,
no. had habits and would like to expressly stated it would not ac- ambassador to the U. S.. and from is staff officer with MAAG at the election of a new president. Evans
The four-year term of Mrs. Wil. Noted also were North Carolina's Bethune intended it to be to lay ed his ouster.
meet a nice intelligent man be cept military personnel of the Emperor !faille Selassie. him- let ;am,
Lt. Commander Dennis Nelson: liarn Thomas Mason drew to a
tween the ages of 19 and .10—ene Jewish faith in any capacities self.
Dr. Helen Edmonds, just back aside all other matters and to pro•••
USN is public information offi- close by law: but at the board
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come in for a wide range of political interpretations. Though the balloting involved
only five states, the issues were of sufficent import to constitute a test of public
reaction in some of the pivotal centers
such as New York and New Jersey.
New Jersey and Virginia elected Democratic Governors. New York re-elected its
Democratic Mayor. And the local voting in
Kentucky and Pennsylvania reflected considerable interest in problems that transcend local boundaries.
We are on the eve of next year's heated
contests for control of Congress, and the
•
- smoldering fight for the Presid 41,' in 1960. It is also the first voting
since Federal troops were dispatched to
Little Rock to enforce the Court's integration order. ?he country was therefore
looking for an index to the national meaning of every rece.

Dope And Data

al cases turned on local issues and
James Gould Cozzens who won results with less effort and a far less, Cotten'
personalities, political experts and
anarecognizes that sex
a Pulitzer Prize for writing the more sensitive an delicate instru- is basic, for literary
lysts are ready to pour out their interpresuccess anynovel "Guard of Honor" in 1948, ment.
tations. The view is held in responsible
way, and he gives the reader just
has
another
hand
big
won
from
Neverthele
as
much
ss,
the results a r
for his money as does
Republican and Democratic quarters alike
the literary critics for his new remarkably similar. These small the little lady who took
the lid off
that the results of last week's balloting
novel "By Love Possessed." It is towns which seem so desirable
her
town.
a
have significance in a psychological sense.
a selection of the Book of the place to make a home are, these Cozzens' characters
do mo re
What is being analyzed with extreme
Month Club and sooner or later authors have convinced me, sim- thinking, hut they rate even
on
'care and from every possible angle is the
You will he seeing the whole ply loaded with sin. The upright, the score of heavy loving.
thing at your neighborhood 2110Vie. upper-crust who
Negro vote. New York and New Jersey are
Cozzens manages- to introduce
seem to give
points of concentration whirl easily lend
I have taken thri• out from these towns so much dignity turn us to some genteel, decent and
watching Sputnik and Muttnik and out to be a bunch of fakers and well • behaved citizens of color
themselves to a scrutiny of the Negro
Whatnik, the latest Cultural con- fornicators. Whereas Grace Met- who pop up now and then In some
vote. But the Republican organizations in
tributions from Russia, to consid- allous does the job crudely, Cos- secondary situations In the noveL
these two states are conspicuously weak THE GREAT PROBLEM OF MODERN INDUSTRY:
er for a moment the elements of tens put his characters through a
One young colored boy who ii
and the issues raised in the campaign are "WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THE AGED?"
•
this new best seller. In the be- literary strip . tease act with pro- studying to become a dentist is
devoid of racial coloration. It was only in U.
ginning I must say that I am fessional artistry.
shown to be well adjusted in the
5. INDUSTR IS FACING major problems.
Virginia where the Negro vote is compara- s serious problemY —
prejudiced in favor of Corms for A great
what to
world where
deal of the story in small .upper-clase
Rep. Martin concluded: "I hope
tively inconsequential that a major con- do with the aged, how to disfine
treatment
his
of noo-whltes Cozzens' new novel centers his parents have been the benext session of Congress will
test was made out of school integration. charge its obligations to senior the
novel
the
in
"Guard
of Honor." around the work and play of one loved servants and housekeepers.
give serious consideration to this
Thus to read any definitive meaning into citizens and how industry can ben- problem, as ie is one of our most
"By Love Possessed" will in- man, an intelligent, well-bred, The colored characters, despite
efit
from the wisdom and experi- pressing economic dilemmas.
terest a wide cross-section of well-beloved pillar of the Brocton their intimate relationships with
the Negro vote at this time is a futile
"
ence of oldsters who are nearing
exercise in crystal gazing.
A vote of thanks to the Speaker readers for it has something for upper - crust who i.e a lawyer, the whites, still retire to a colored
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world of their own and only one
everybody. There is enough phi'. Arthur Winner.
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even
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Construction will begin next way on the surface and
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And, according to insurance sta.
quite dif• own wife lay on her deathbed. some of his revelations. The oldthe World." In my judgement the tistics, a man reaching the age Spring and the project, to tic ferently beneath the
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described claim Cozzens as • realistic
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crowbar whereas
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ginning" On the right to work Gov. Frank Clement of Terme'.
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Great Pianists At The
Blue Note's 10th Year
Continuing along at the same little is known about Oscar Peterterrific pace fur its tenth anni- son being a child prodigy in Canveisary month ot November, 'ho ada when he was a fine classical
Blue Note will feature the great — Herb Ellis on pilaf and Ray
Oscar Peterson Trio for two weeks Brown on bass.
beginning Wednesday, Nov. 13. pianist at the age of six. This
The piano never had it so good "boy wonder" had his own radio
at the Note, on two of the greatest show in Montreal when hi was
keyboard masters — first, Erroll just 14.
Garner, and now Oscar Peterson, making appearances hi
this counwill nurture the notes.
try, Oscar has never had much
Although both Peteson and Gar- spare time. The demand for him
net are recognized as probably for club dates, recording, concerts
the greatest jazz-piano stylists and all keeps him going at e
around today, their barkgroued5 breathtaking clip.. The other two
are as different as Einstein and men in ha trio are wonderful inElvis.
As is true with so many of the
Much has been :aid about the g'-cat talents, Oscar is always
strumentalists in their own right sttiving for itnee,wement.
When at home with hie wife and
fact that Erroll Gorner doesn't
read music and neeer-heer but four children in Montreal, he
spends from five to seven hours
'"
a day practicing. His all.time favorite pianists are Vladimir lima
witz and Art Tatum.
Erroll Garner and his trio end
their Blue Note stay on Sunday,

Jazz will in.ylide the sacred preOther headliners are Miles Davis
eincts of Orchestra Hall when jazz "of the golden trumpets and his
An open letter to former De. , others.
impressario Ed Sarkesian briags
•
•
troiter Andrew ''Jap" Sneed:
All the brew and hard stuff
IQuintet.
The Australian
Jazz
Quinhis "Jazz for Moderns" paekage
Dear Jap: Thanks for your let- boys were first nighters, front row
",and Helen Merrill,t he recordon 1 riday evening, ay. /5, for two
ing star who won the national poll ; ter wishing ins success on my center. Poor John Stevens tried
performances at 7 p. m. and 10
this season for "beat singe, of opening or shall I say my re- to get me to bend elbows with
p.
turn to Broad's Club Zombie. Ev- John Higdon, Ernest Brown and
the jear."
Headlining this jazz treat will
erything went as you would have another gentleman who actually
be the ever popular Ge ego Shearwanted it and several of your picked up the check.
ing with Iva great recording enorders were carried out.
Bob Payne with his big cigar
semble making his oety Chicago
For instance, the one you gave and a atural
beauty took up
concert appearance of tl:e year.
Dick King to stop by and order center table directly behind Isaac
Co-starred with Shearieg is Gerry
a round and tell them it was on Steinberg and his boss. IncidentMulligan and his Cmaitet fresh
you. He did just that But, Jap, ly, Bob was the one who told me
ffom
friumphant tette of Great
he stayed on the left end of the I was opening back at Broad's,
Models Extreme, a fashion paBritain where he was hailed as
bar where the cash register was says he
likes Billy Eckstine
rade will be sponsored by the
"a eiant of jazz."
and only four or five people could
Council
of
ing, "I hear by the grapevi
Choirs,
Sunday,
Nov.
A third headliner is Chico liam•
be served from this end.
Ten with his Quintet, curren:iy ap-1 10, at 3:30 p.m., at Washington
Dr. Bob Bennett whose personApparently he was afraid he
peering in the Burt Lancaster pro- Park Field House, 5523 S. Park- might get hurt, he
brought along al hobby is the theatre, remarked,
way.
duction "Sweet Smell of Sae:mess"
brother John and between t h e "Mr. Chills, it seems like old timon local screens. Chico Hamilton, In this second annual presenta- two, the shadow
of Jap Sneed ers, all You need now is Cook and
virtuoso
tion
of the drums, brings an
several well known musici- WRS in the Zombie Friday
A Singer's Chance
night. Brown."
ans
entirely
are
new
appearing
as
models.
technique to the
NEW YORK — David Bethea
Charles Brown
was on hand
It really seemed like old times
drums
that
has
aroused
tremenis in search of a beautiful young
They are Mrs. Mary Spraggins, as some of the old guards were without his Mabel. Imbibing alone,
dous
exeitement
among
jazz en- Mrs. Marie Roos, John Webb, still around along with several Huh, Ellery? Your little buddy
singer 19 or 20 years old with a
,husiests.
musical background for the movand Mrs. Marie Carey,
newcomers. I looked up and saw girl Grayce Sadler came by late
ies. Send photo 8x10 to David J.
The Kenwood Male C h or u s, Lowell Cuzzens just having one with Chester Higgins and I wonBethea Agency, 243 W, 125th at.,
Odessa Stewarta,Vilson. director alive and reminiscing. Then came 'der who picked up the check Uly
New York City.
will sing and Ann Parker
will Sadie and Lawrence Johnson with Boykin had his partner and a litbe the soloist in some vocal num- the Joe Ratcliffes, Sue Doods and tle pretty. No names please. She
Dr. Ted Hughes and party.
didn't have to be with him.
bers.
Shirley McNeil decided to inJap, I could go on and on callMildred Stenson, will he t h e
commentator and is the Chair- clude Anna Gholson (she's Jay's ing names as to who was there
daughter)
Dolores Cannon, Pauline but space won't allow. However.
man of the event. Geneva Suiberland, is the co-chairman. Orita Born and several other lovelies I did receive several wires and
that
made
the left side of' the was grateful for the kind things
B. Wilson, is president of the
CHICAGO — The easy, swingshow room an eyes right 'must.' said in them from my many
ing -'sod singing Mills Brothers
Council.
Owners
of
the various empor- friends-.
joined Sophie Tucker, the 'last of
,
ium were on the Scene such as
to the array of stars celebrating
One wire in particular caught
Fall
Sunnie
Frolic
Wilson,
Set
Carrot
B.
Evans,
the red hot mammas.' as a perfrom Atty. LawChicago Defender Employees Sam Farley, Ann Stewart only to my eye. It came
mananent addition for the remainrence Massey and read: Had
Credit Union will present a Fall mention a few. Then there the
CENTER AISLE'S
der of the Sophie Tucker annied to be at your opening ton
10 p.m. Friday, Nov 15, Deauville party with owners Roseversary show, adding their taPRODUCTION SET
but my doctor 'double cross'
at the Black Spider club, 3826 S. mary and Boyd Martin, Lois Warlents to the array of stars cele(that's not really his name) put
FOR WABASH Y
Michigan ave.
brating the Chez Paree's silver
ren, Vince Messina Bill Hines and one in the hospital. Will
see you
anniversary.
I The Center Aisle Players of the
as soon at he releases.
Famous for such outstanding
Wabash Ave. YMCA, after ten
Jap the show wasn't the biggest
Decca hits as "Paper Doll"
years of skillful production in comshow I've ever staged or did it
(which sold over two million copmunity theatre works, has again
have any big names, but it to me
ies,) "Till Then," "You Always
scored a successful hit in "Dewas entertaining and the audience
Hurt The One You Love," "Lazy
sign for Living" by Noel Coward.
reception told me just that.
River," "Glow Worm,' and countThe three act comedy which is
The Broads are still one of the
less others, this talented trio has
full of wit and quizical surprises
most loved family on the north
also scored great success in mo•
will open Friday, Nov. 22, 8:30
end of town and it's sort of nice
tion pictures, radio, televisnon,
p. n., and will, rue through Sunbeing back with them.
and just about every top nightday, Nov. 24, with a 2:30 matinee
Tell everybody on the coast that
club and hotel in the country.
on Sunday.
when they revise "Stormy WeathTheir relaxed style in petition
Under the directInn of Vane
er,"
do a Nat King Cole and
over a song is once again eviI amb, Charles McElroy and Wilsend for me, until that time countdent in their latest disc effort.
eam Dixon set the pace in this
me out as when I leave here
"Two Minute Tango." ,
'yew-raising show to make this a
I'm going to heaven. See ya,
iheatrical must" for lovers of the
Rounding out the Chez revue
your little buddy ... "Mr. Chilli
little theatre.
Is Lenn Redman, whose talented
From the standpoint of program pencil is apt to
Cordie King came to town litalig
Other members of the cast Incaricaturize anyby Matey Stewart and the Bit
clude Ella McFall, Frank Gordon, presented as well as singing one and everyone. When you nof
thereof, Dorothy Maynor's recit- longer feast
Howard Shutterbugs shot more
your eyes on the
Marco. Grice, Andrea Morrison,
at Orchestra Hall, Sunday, lovely Chez Paree
pictures than KD, boy and that's
Pheobe Manning awl John Davis. al
Adorables, Ted
Nov. 3, her first here in several Fio Ribo and his
saying something. Ted Cartwright
orchestra will
seasons was of more than usual play for your
taking
the Mrs. for a Sunday evdancing pleasure i
interest. Miss Maynor has always
going with his old pals on the
There are two shows nightly..
aroused great admiration and en- 8:30 p. m.,
north end. He's the new owner
and 12:15 a, m., plus
thusiasm in this city and the ! an extra
of the Carlton Plaza hotel.
late show Friday and
large audience was there to show-1 Saturday
Russell Green flying to New
at 2:00 a. in.
er its appreciation upon her
York for a recording session with
NEW YORK CITY — William 'tone was presented eat' restraint
Her program was delivered in
list of the "Wrecking Crew" next
Warfield, who appeared as non-'a5 he sang his way through a
•
English, a rather unusual idea tol
week. Now, what a list. Odessa
singing actor in the Nationwidei program which included works in
be sure, but the patrons obviousBarnes back at the Forest Inn.
television production of the Green 1 French, Latin, Italian, German
ly enjoyed her singing as well as
l'ut on the pot, Bill, the old
Pastures recently sang in Town' and English.
her refined projection of the varboy is famished tonight .
Hall on Sunday night, and the per-1 Daring
ied moods of her songs.
his Town Hall performDrama
Associates dropping to
forrnance was a testimonial to his ance, Warfield
had the assistance,
Singing 11 Brahms (lieder in
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probity
artist
range
as
and
a
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piano accompanist,
gifted
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English) in the first group.
of
Buckner . . . . St. Cyrian's annual
among present day singers.
, Otto Herz, for most of the proAutumn Carousel at Dairy WorkOther selections on this proThe baritone, who played the gram. but for selections by Leon- PIANIST-VOCALIST Billie 'J
ly each Sunday. from 4:30 to 9,30 ers Hall.This is a must . . . Beaugram were of an operatic nature
television,
Lawd
the
on
GREENSBORO. N. C. — The role of De
and folk songs concluded the aftician Jerry Wells taking one of
imus and Carnpra he had the mu- Williams, appearing at McKie's p.m. Miss Williams provides
ternoon with many encores add- famous Florida A & SI university the performance was a testimon. e I collaboration of organist Disc Jockey Show Lounge, 6325 S. patrons with a rare variety of her usual night's out . . .
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par- tunes.
132-piece marching band in the
Cottage Grove at the
ed.
Biggest thrill this year, seeing
Memorial stadium. Greensboro. during this .performance. Every. John Strauss and violinist Sonja ,
Central Norm Young nib Denby
Accompanied by Ludwig Berg-.
N C , in a pre-game show and did he turn it up to its full volumeI Monosoff and Gerald Tarack.
mann, at the piano, the soprano.
Tom Bleakley at the wire in fins*
_
helf-time band pageant on the ()ewes singing on the Allied Arts
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,
casion of the North Carolina A&T
Series, and the second event of the
Al Sears in town or a talk w
college-Florida A&M univers it
1957-58 series.
local
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Representative
football game at 1.30 p.- m., on
Charline White looking good after
At Lincoln Center a large audi- Saturday, Nov. 9.
MAH.ALIA JACKSON
once gathered to hear the music- .
her recent accident and still the
• This renown marching b wid
same fine lady.
Gospel queen Itilhalia Jack::on al interlude sponsored by the Chi- . presented ben of the most unique,
cago
Music
Association,
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at
Our gal Grace Sadler wants it
will guest star on the Nat "'King":
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BILLY TAYLOR and his trio's . mother.
!peered.
Her German group eomprieed
Sutherland
The Green Donkeys are prepar- ton Powell during his stay here
Miss Jackson is currently in
tenor, and Kathleen Crawford. so-' NEW YORK — Amotw the Hugo Wolf's Nachtzatiber, Ellen- wowing them at Cie
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was
an
occasion
for
groat
reHollywood working with the fain'
many singers. who greet oor mu- lied. Der Sproede. Die Bekehrte Lounge and if you stop by you ing for their Old Fashioned House time of his arrival until he board.
prano. •
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form
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don't believe it ask your big boss
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says Louis Martin." Now there!
after all those drinks, hut Hank
Sunday, under the auspices of the
York City to fill concert com mit- dowment, was heard to gainful ad- mezzo soprano, Sunday. Nov 17, Musical Art Group, which had tional intermission period.
Moore is getting ready to turn a the Cub 34 Thanksgiving Ball this cute Barbara Stitt in town. She
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year
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the
greatest
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big deal on his latest tunes
, Bach's Partita in D Major, No, ginia Union University Choral, . gathered together for her a large Pour rire. La dame d'Antire, Dans
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program number was Hungarian Dunbar High School. 29 at S. Park - and rarity. She opened with 2. Negro
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composers,
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By TED STON
Settling down to a busy social season
ahead and especially those formal affairs;
weddings, dances, cocktail parties, theater
events, smokers, dinner parties and the
like. Then there are those occasions where
you'll be escorting the 'Girl
friend' or the 'Mrs.' and in
any case you'll want to be
correct.
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Today's fashion wise men
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old time football type, broad
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Ray Leathers suit.
Formal wear to most men means top
hat and tails. But to an authority on proper attire formal wear can mean one of half
dozen outfits.
There are formal clothes for the day
time,after-six. and evening.
The photos on this page give the proper attire and the occasion for which it is
Dinner Jacket (a deviation from the
regular blue or black)

Sr caught
ktty. LawHad
.
'
n ton
ale cross'
lame) put
11 see you

Evening clothes (top hat and tails)

•

Day time attire Tcutaway and stroller)
Dinner Jacket or Tuxedo (after-six and
semi formal evening)
The formal wear shown on this page
was provided through the courtesy of Ray
Leathers, manager of Gingiss Brothers,
Inc., branch store at 525 E. 47th at. Gingiss
Brothers, Inc., is the leading authority on
men's formal wear and has the world's
largest wardrobe of formal wear for rental
or sale.
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Staff Photos

Tuxedos (a new touch)

by Cleo Lyles

Evening attire ,(Top Hat and Tails)

•

SYLVESTER JOHNSON, chef, party con- Green Donkeys social club wears the luxsultant and patron of music wears the urous imported silk jacket (maroon) and
"Tartan" plaid jacket which is an import- wins,top honors of the cocktail hour prior
ant addition to his wardrobe. It is an out- to his theater engagement. This jacket may
standing creation which gives life to an be had in many shades. To mention a few
otherwise drab affair. FRANK WASHING- (Gold, Silver, Blue and Toast).
TON, popular member of the Chicago's

LEROY GENTRY, concert pianist and TV star wears
the utmost in formal evening clothes,- (tails) strictly
speaking the only correct attire for after-six formal
occasions where ladies are present. With this attire he
carries the 'Opera' cape lined with white Skinner satin,
white gloves, top hat, and cane. Note white tie (not
black) (and by all means black hose) and he's ready
for the evening.
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Tuxedos (after-six attire)

late

Formal Day attire (the cutaway)

GEORGE JONES, mortician
member of Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity wears the
semi-formal day attire (the
Stroller) which is often substituted for less formal day
time occasions.

FORMAL D A Y ATTIRE,
the 'cutaway,' or morning
coat is correct for formal
weddings in town or country and any other occasion
where such clothes are required. This attire is often
used by concert artists, ministers, and on State occasions. As a part of his usual
activity, THEODORE
CHARLES STONE, is at
home in the 'cutaway'

and

HOWARD BURRILL, workman and sports
enthusiast, wears one of the very latest of
`Tuxedos' black imported 'Emsley' Mohair
and Worsted single breasted, Angled Shawl
collar of black, double-faced Skinner satin.
Satin-Piper slant pockets detachable Satin
sleeve cuffs. The trousers have a single
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listory wig
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e Nov. 54-1111,

e under the
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Daytime attire (the stroller)

•

pleat. LESTER ANGIN, policeman and active personality in community organizations wears the new shadow striped 'Tuxedo' black, all-silk double faced Skinner
Satin and shawl collar. These two new
numbers are in for a high peak in activity
this season.

▪

These Styles Are Available At Leo Rose Clothiers, Maxis, Burt's
Hatters, Berry & Benson, Benson & Rixon, So. Center Goldblatts
It Sears.
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for everyone. Their adWilliams' mother: Mrs. Eliza- Pride, Minnie Woods. Bernice ith fun
mission price is only 25 cents.
beth Simon. Mr. Arienne Si:np- Walker, Gert 1Valker. Car!eskin, Mrs. Mildred Hodges, Mrs teen Miles and your scribe along
Murtle Crawford. '‘trs. Leath Ann with guest of the evening. Thel
Sims, Mrs. Gary • Gassett,. M is s ma Brown, enjoyed the wonderMae Tom Davenport, Miss Grace ful hospitality of the hostess. and
Collins. Mrs. Hattie Crre.ley, Mr. certainly the beauty and contents
Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
Helen Prater and Mr Juanita of the lovely dining room, with
white milled rice that cooks perfectly
Poston.
its outstanding collection of silver
every
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
The honoree e as a chic study . . . and the delectable menu preIn brown sequinned taffeta and pared for the occasion.
brown accessories.
, Lo% ely prizes 4 assorted pieces
The following day. Sunday No- , of cut glass went to Harriet Its
vember 10. saw the marriage cere- ',is \filmic Woods and Bernice
mony of MiFS Colton to Samuel , Walker.
Pruitt after the II o'clock serv- CHIT-CHAT
Ior Mkt,
witeat ad
ice at a. John Baptist church
National Book Week will be
?TO.% I
Mies
with the Rev. A. AleEwen
celebrated by Memphis librarians
when they hold a Story Hour for
liams officiating
CHRYSLER HIRSCH WEDDING school 'children in grades 1 - in
Attention is focused on, the t,re - Friday. Nov. 23. from 3 to 4 p. m.
144 Ado /amity . SwIrs 'Welts
ber•• qrsdnI
fie !e
viously stated announcement 0I at Vance Avenue Cossitt Library
Mrs
the pending nuptials of Miss To (aiest Story Tellers will be
RivBernice Chrysler and John Wes Edna Swingler, a teacher A
ley Hirsch, Saturday. the thirteeth erview Schocie and Mrs. Frances
of November. at 6 o'clock aI Johnson. an English Teacher at
Keel Avenue Baptist church. Mr. Douglass high school.
• •
and Mrs. Joseph Chrysler will en
BR 6-6307
Versatile Mrs. Ethel Venson has
tertain at the mariiage reception
of their daughter immediately fl• been invited by Senator F....les
1376 Overton Pork
lowing he ceremony at Lelia Krfaii‘er to attend the annual
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Sans Panel

Club Presents

Fashion Show

U. S. Families Adopting More
Mixed-Blood Babies From Orient
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Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery

'Plans Dance

Iotas Give Emphasis
To Education Week
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Spark 22nd Conference
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Milady Will
"Dress Like A
Man" In Futur;

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Mrs.I Association of Fashion and AcFannye Ayer Ponder, St. Peters- cessory Designers. Mrs. Lois It
burg, Fla., chairman of Life Mem- I Alexander, National President,
bers Guild was at Council House I made this possible.
with her area Chairman and Com- Other features of the 22nd Anmittee members last Wednesday nual Convention of the National
at the opening of the 22nd Annual !Council of Negro Women were the
TOKYO — World famous Le
Convention of the National Coun- business sessions, a Youth ConferThis week is the 37th observance! Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Wil-,
cil of Negro Women.
, ence and special events such as ion expert Elsa Schiaparelli as
of American Education Week. The hams and daughter and little Sibs!
women's clothing is becoming ••su
The gala occasion for the Life'International Night, at the Pan
purpose of the week is to call Brisco of Memphis; Sanford Holdhorribly standardized" that mild&
Members this year was the Tea American Union: International
attention of the public to the vital er and Atty. Regina of Chicago,
will "dress like a man" in a few
Friday afternoon in the Presiden- Luncheon Friday afternoon, Youth years.
role of eduestion in building and III.; Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Stevens
tial Parlors of the Willard Hotel Luncheon on Saturday, and the
maintaining of the American way of Murfreeboro. Tenn.; and Mr.
The fashion wizard. visiting et
in Washington, D. C. Mrs. Jean,closing Awards Dinner in the
of life. In remembering, our and Mrs. M. L. Morrison of DyersClore Jones of Washington, D. C.' Grand Ballroom of the Willard Ho- Japan and picking up Oriental
schools are only as good as we burg, Tenn.
clothing ideas. declared:
was chairman of arrangements. tel.
make them, the week is set aside
Guests in the home of your scribe
"Except for a flurry of excite
A notable group of National Leadfor us to see just how good they for the weekend, especially to witment over hem lengths, women',
ers who are members of the Life
arc; see them in action and find ness the homecoming festivities,
dresses have hard!), changed it
Members Guild were in attend
out about their accomplishments were Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jones
the Isst five years."
ance.
and needs. I hope you have made and daughter, Barbara Ann of St.
Madam Schia parelI i said she
it a point to visit your schools dur- Louis, Mo. Many others were here
• f honor was Miss
The
shut her renowned Penis dre.s
ing the week.
Lucille A. Chambers, author of thel
but due to the great down Pour,
Leese two years ago "hecaiiee
Also this weekend on the cam- your scribe missed seeing them
book "The Tenth Man". Miss An
dress designing was becomir-i
pus of Lane colle,4e, the District all.
del Myricks, graduate student in I
mass production and I didn't get
Parent - Teacher Association is IN AND OUA or TOWN
the School of Music, Howard Unil
any fun out of it."
meeting as well as the West Tenn.
versity was soloist and John R.;
Attending the homecoming at
Now the slim, well-proportioned
Educational Congress. Many perHoskins, Jr. furnished background I
Knoxville, Tenn., recently were
Parisienne concentrates her tal•
sons from all over West Tenn., are
port by two ei Ile, sorority
of Delta Sigma Theta soror- music.
Miss Juanita Peoples and Mrs. SORORITY SISTERS —
ents for making women beautifei
expected to attend the congress.
sisters. Standing in the left
ity. Miss Schuyler is being esA unique feature wastgol
ifigc,
Gracie Hurst. Knoxville is the Al- When Miss Philippia Duke
, on perfumes, stockings and acLANE'S HOMECOMING
here
in
a
of
the
Schuyler
appeared
gangplank
to
greet her
corted
from
the plane by Mr. 0 a 0
ma Mater of Miss
Mrs.
Thant; goodness there's one cessories
is Mrs. C. C. Sawyer while
John Roland, of 7313 S. Park. demoiselle by one of the NCNW
In the world of sports, the foot- Hurst visited with her daughter, plane concert for the LeMoyne
fashion of the 20's that hasn't
Mrs. A. Maceo Walker is on
way. she stayed with he and
ball season is closing out in Jack- Miss Marquita Bolden who is a Alumni association last week,
National
the
National Affiliates,
returned for this season and To Hold Book Week
she was met at Municipal airthe right. They are members
his wife while in the city.
son this week with Lane playing freshman at Knoxville. Special
that's the flooping galoshes of the
Philander Smith college from Lit- homecoming festivities there inPRAIRIE VIEW, Tex — Is
College Humor girl. In their place
tle Rock. It was another complete cluded a bonfire and bouquet on
are ankle-high or higher boots in keeping With the tradition, itie
sad Weekend in Jackson with both the night preceeding the game but
W. R. Banks Library will °beer% e
new leathers and trim shaped-toMerry High and Lane college los- the big homecoming parade was
the-foot designs that are actu- National Book Week Nov. 17-23.
ing their games. The heartbreak- rained out. A most enjoyable
ally flattering as well as (encer for Merry was lost within the weekend was reported.
e a c.
l.tihhoenrr
Worth of the Wise
last fifteen seconds when East St. CELEBRATES lit BIRTHDAY
brushed lea-1
in
One
You are not required to awnLouis best Merry by one point. Little Elsie Louise Cooke cele- MURFREESBORO, Tenn. — 1 *dilidelabra.
;hat of matching lace with an arc
come
m , nshahgagy
in
de of brown, plate the teat, neither are you
Then the big homecoming game brated her first birthday on Nov. M
Miss Thelma Louise Rogers, The bride, given in marriage I of pink carnations matched the
comes in shades of brown,' peroottled to lay It down.
TALLAHASSEE — Mr. and Mrs.
for Lane, the following day, when 5 with members of her family and granddaughter of Mr, and Mrs. by her uncle Simon H. Clanton, cascade bouquet which she car—(The Talmud)
loden green, greenish - brown
everybody had their hopes up for many close friends calling to wish Moses Jackson and Thomas Sea was attired in a ballerina length ired. Her jewelry was a soft blue !Clinton C. Cunningham and their
Its leather strap fasand
brass.
Yvette
were
prenew
baby
Angela
a thriller which it was, but in the her happy birthday. From all in- Lawson, son of the late Mr and gown of brocaded silk, designed !necklace with matching earrings.
brass buckle.
last few minutes of the game, dications, Elsie Louise thinks it's Mrs. Aaron Lawson, Sr., of Bir- by the bride. The finger-tip veil I Aaron Lawson, brother of the sented with the first Hollister In- tens with a
Bright colors are seen in many
Lane bowed to Fkk university by great to be a big one year old mingham, were recently marri- of bridal illusion fell from a ti• 'groom, Nashville, Tenn., was best scribed Birth Certificate by Mrs.
A. J. Lucas, R. N., obsterical su- boots that will sparkle against the
one touchdown. Not superstitious and was quite amazed at her love- ed here.
ara studded wth' seed pearls of !man. The reception Was held imsnow. One of yellow grained leabut the rains came and seemed ly cake with the one candle which
The ceremony Was solemnized,the same material as the wedding I mediately after the rites with 150 pervisor, as they left Florida A
ther, ties in front and is piped
University
hospital.
M
and
our
change
hick
to
with Lane she tried In vain to blow out. Well by the Rev. Kelly Miller Smith,'gown.
5
guests present.
in black leather. Another boot of
"One
of
these
beautiful
birth
leading sesee,to that point by a anyway, she has plenty of time. pastor of First Baptist church in She wore white opera brocade
Miss Laura Fields and Mrs. Ka!certificates will be presented to white grained leather has a red
score of 7 to 6. It was a good Following on Nov. 6 was the Nashville at the home of Mr. and pumps. iler only jewelry was a itie Burke, both of Nashville, sem
,
exclamation point appli•
game though and kept most of the birthdate of Elsie's little hospital Mrs. Simon H. Glanton, aunt and single strand of pearls with tiny ed the first hour succeeded by all new parents as they leave the leather
qued on the side.
new
babies"
with
their
hospital
football lovers there until the last mate, Buford Grayson Hurst, son uncle of the bride.
matching earrings. She carried a Mesdames Hazel Fields and Thelchukka boot, tied through
whistle was blown. The rains kept of Mr. and Mrs. Buford Hurst. The couple excnanged vows be- , white Bible covered with white or- ma McAdams the last. Mrs. An- said Miller H. Johnson, adminis- The
two eyelets at the ankle, is a
the half time activities from tale- He celebrated his in just about fore an enchantingly beautiful al- fluids, and tied with white satin nie Scott. aunt of the bride, of trator.
favorite of girls as well as men..
Mg place as well as delaying the the same way since there's very tar. The white prayer cross was ribbons, which she wore later as cutest register.
Each certificate shows a picture It may be of smooth or brushparade hut the day ended up in a little talking they can do anyway. pillowed with white satin and the her corsage.
patients'
hospital,
gives
the
;of
the
New York City, presided at the
ed leather with the brushed leathrainy hut enjoyable fashion with
Have you made your plans for background was a white wall coy- Miss Catherine F. Jackson, cote
Mrs. Moses Jackson, maternal and baby's names, date of birth, er coming in loden green or sand
a bit of sadness mixed in.
turkey day? It', just around the ering bordered by magnolia leaves sin of the bride front Huntsville,
docadministrator's
and
hospital
Among those in Jackson for the corner, you know., I haven't got- and chrysanthemums. Illuminat- Ala., who served as maid of hon- grandmother of the bride wore tor's signatures. This certificate in addition to the traditional colhomecoming were Mrs. Gladys ten in the wind of anything spec- ing the setting were white light- or was wearing a baby blue chan- Dior blue, while her paternal I will be just as beautiful as it is ors.
againstl
Branough from Indianapolis, Ind.; ial happening around here but ed tapers in seven branched Itilly lace over blue satin. A small grandmother, Mrs. Kitty Nance 'today when little Angela Yvette Maximum protection
wore blue. Her grandmother Mrs.
winter's storms is provided in all I
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Branough many Jackeonians are talking
grandchildren.
her
!shows
it
to
Mary Rogers, Chicago, lll., wore
styles of boots by leather welt
and guests from Hapkinsville, Ky.; about going to Nashville to witblue crepe.
construction which also gives a
Mrs. Arneda Martin and guest. ness the A. end I. football (homeThe bride is a graduate of was a member of the Marine firm walking base and helps to
Sgt. Mitchell, from Memphis, coming) game.
Tennessee A&I State university Corps where be was assistant keep the shoe in shape.
I and is presently engaged in dress
linings furnish perfect
,band director. He is now a Unit. Leather
!designing. Lawson also attended :
insulation that keeps the to eet
Tennessee A&I State and played ed States Postal Clerk in Nash- warm, but never hot. They also
(:aasrseneigS
lee•Iss•iidlles, Tenn., where they will re- give that extra flexibility that is
the tTheenn
ietahtLic.o1H
wgiiathtem
needed in a high shoe.

I By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
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Israeli Girls Called
For Army Stint At 18

By VIRGINIA KACHAN
a question on her age — 31.
It doesn't matter whose daugh- In some respects, admitted Aeter you are in Israel — at the neas, her life as a career wife
age of 18 you go into the Army 'Is easier than in the United
States." She explained:
for two years.
But, said the youngest child "My husband and I eat both
of Israel Prime Minister David breakfalt and lunch at work. The
Ben Gurion, "Military service is heaviest meal of the day happens
good for women. It teaches them to be at noon so all my meal.
to stand on their own two feet planning consists of light suppers.
With a grin, she added that "I
and think for themselves."
find it convenient to entertain
A dimpled redhead, Renana guests In evening because of the
Ben Gurion is one of the nation's light suppers."
feminine pioneers. Besides the
Her weekly guest list always
Army service, she has done all Includes one
regular — the Prime
the menial jobs on communal Minister. The elderly statesman
farms, served in the underground makes the trip from Jerusalem
and even packed a rifle on border on Friday evening and, after a
patrols.
light meal, takes over the HP
But for all that, she is as femi-i duty. As Renana put it:
nine, clothes-conscious and ca- "My father likes to wash dishreer minded as women in the es so why should I stop him?"
United States.
Besides, she added with dimpInterviewed while on a recent les deepening, the few tidbits of
tour in behalf of Israel bonds, Re- inside Governmental information
nana by-passed political talk.
she gets usually pop out while
Instead, she volunteered that her father is up to his elbows
she had been married 18 months in soap suds.
to a mechanical engineer, David
During the rest of the week,
Leschem, works full-tine as bac- her helper is her husband. He
teriology research scientist and pitches in with the housework
has a three-room, kitchenette and the dish-wiping because, said
apartment in Tel Aviv.
Renana, "It is only fair that a
She made no attempt to duck man helps out if his wife works."
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THEY ARE MR. and MRS.
Thomas Seay Lawson, now.
Radiantly happy couple link
arms following recent nuptials ceremony in Murfreesboro, Tenn. The bride is t h e
grand daughter of Mr. and
Mn,. Moses Jackson. Double

Thailand Queen Needs Bigger
House For Growing Brood
By OGLA CURTIS
In my official birthday pictures!"
The Queen, married at 11, still
BANGKOK -- (INS) — Pretty
Queen Sirikit of Thailand would looks like a teen-ager. She stands
five-feet-two and a slender 105
like a bigger palace.
"I just can't have another ba- pounds. Her figure is perfect, alby," laughs this young royal mo- though she has nursed each of her
ther of four, "because my Pena- children, and the queen keeps it
that way with careful attention of
ent house is too small."
The 25-year-old, dimpled queen her diet.
could probably have a palace on Sirikit runs her present small
every street corner if she liked. yellow villa-sized palace like a
The people of Thailand idolize her home. Her children wander in and
the way American teen-agers
swoon over Elvis Presley.
But Sirikit, vivacious, warm and
completely natural, doesn't want
*
ust any palace—not even Bangsok's historic gold-towered great Mixing bowls are taking on a
palace.
new shape.
The palace sh,.. and her 29-year. Instead of being round, the lat.
old husband, King Phumiphon eat models in both glass and in
Aduldct want enlarged into a per- plastic are boat-shaped with hanmanent residence is the same one dles that also serve as pouring
in which they lived as newlyweds lips.
and in which their first child Was One firm introduced the new
born.
shape last January. Since then
When they get a big enough (other manufacturers adopted it
palace, the queen hopes to oblige and exhibited the new style mixher king and her country with !ing bowls at the American Home
what they want most—another Economics Convention in St. LouPrince. Sirikit has one son and is.
three daughters, the youngest
born last July.
Words Of the Wee
But the next baby better come
When the spirit and Bber if
after Sirikit's birthday, next Aug.
Washington fail I. appear in
12. She has jokingly complained
each American generafilcm.
to friends:
then. Indeed, teen wiz re Ili
"All my children seem to be
retth us.
birthday—and
—(I1athea Weigle illewangai
my
before
just
born

Mixing Bowls Take
On A New Shape

Ail never look as well
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ring ceremony was solemnized by the Rev. Kelly Miller
Smith of Nashville, where
couple will reside.

IAMENMONIMMIL
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
HEATERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS

out of their parents' seven private
rooms like youngsters in a non- '
royal bungalow, and the queen
brags about them at royal dinner !
parties like any proud PTA parent.
Sirikit, who loves all children I
so much she once interrupted a j
ALSO—
royal parade to pick up a lost I
child, also tells visitors that five- REBUILT VACUUM $ 95
year-old crown prince Vagir Long- CLEANERS
up
korn can now play "Chopsticks"
on the piano with his father, who j
is a noted amateur composer.
It was piano-playing that started their royal love-match. In 1949,
the 20-year-old king was laid up
in a swiss hospital after an auto
in a swiss hospital after an utao
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
accident.
Sirikit, the 16-year-old daughter 2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
of-the Thai ambassador to Paris, Oparr MON
Prop Parking
kept him amused by playing the
married.
IMMOMIIMMINW

APPLIANCES, INC

RADIO DISPATCHED
45c For 1 Mile
10c Each Additional /
1
2 Mile
10c Each Additional Passenger
Mrs. Elizabeth Young Shaw, President
Mr. Albert "Cootsy" Smith, Manager
240 Linden Ave.

UNITED TAXI

Ph. JA 5-0521

DEFENDER

'Church Delegates To Preach, Pray 20 Days

Sat, Nov. 16, 1957

It
Memphis To Host•
PentecostalBody

Tennessee

JACKSON
closed by the members singing
their Sohohity song. Mrs. Lillie
By GEORGIA McVEIGH
Monday was a very exciting Bell Cole was crowned "Miss
NASI
day for the senior class, which Beta Delta."
of the
Mrs. Maggie Massey placed secwas called into the cafeteria to
1
Delegates
lenn.
MEMPlilS,
area t
select their class rings. All rings ond and Mrs.'Mettle S. Byrd third
Souther
1 from all parts of the country will
will be designed alike, but each place. The crown looked lovely on
here Ii
be converging on Memphis inspesenior selected the desired color, the winner. The afternoon was an
cial trains late this week to celeWith
The class will receive the rings enoyable one with many guests
brate the 50th Golden Jubilee
school
around Christmas. The entire stu- attending. Members present were
Convocation of the Church of God
2,980 bi
dent body of Merry High is look- Mesdames Georgia Adkins. Etta
in Christ which will be held from
frig forward to the homecoming Brown, Mettle Byrd, Bertha Brid•
state a
Nov. 25 to Dec. 15 on the church's
Supreir
game, where the Green Hornets geman, Lillie Bell Cole, Thelma
campus.
will meet the mighty football Compton, Florine Cunningham,
school
Final plans are being made for
remain
team from Manassas High school Lucille Eddings, Mary L. Hunt,
the 20 days and nights of preach.
of Memphis. Tenn., next Satur- Maggie Massey, Ann Maxwell and
South
ing and praying, meditation and
day night at Rothrock Stadium. Velma Young. The table setting
nit's in
worshiping without stopping, beThe Green Hornets have been de- was beautiful with a white lace
one ad(
ginning with three days of fasting
feated only once this year and cloth, the center arrangement was
adopter
and
praying.
another
victory. lavender mums. On the table was
are hoping for
The Te
marathon
one
of
meeting
The
of
The Merry High band in their the picture of the founders Dr.
south i
America's largest
Pentecostal
new uniforms will perform at the Mary McLeod Bethune and Mrs.
the fir
groups will honor its founder and
game. The Drum Major this year Marjorie Stewart Joyner. Mmes.
Alrferen
senior bishop. the Rev. Charles
Is Albert Johnson. The cheerlead- Adkins, Bridgeman and Young
ate
H. Mason, who began his ministry
ers will perform to arouse the en- served the guest from of salted
The
as a young boy in Lexing
thusiasm of the students and to nuts, tinted mints, delicious cake
of presidents of student counHoustoi
HOWARD UNIVERSITY Stulege of Liberal Arts; Earl I.
William B. Nabors, School of
Miss.
ton,
encourage the team. The home- frosted with the Sorority colors
dent Council is shown at Its
Law; James L. Gary, director
regatec
cils in the university's schools
Carter, schnel ti• m ust,. "„a
coming will be Saturday evening and name written on the cake
Along with Mrs. Brooks Coffey,
first meeting of the 1957-511
and colleges. Left to right are
of student activities; Williamn
der col
Charles Jenkins, School of Enbefore the game. Each home- plus tea. At the Monday night
Supervisor
National
of
the
Womschool year. Group is made
at no
Bennie E. Whitten, School of
H. Hammond, College of Phargineering and Architecture.
room will be represented with a regular meeting, Mrs. Ruthie
BISHOP C. H. MASON
en's
the
94-year-old
Department,
Religion; Philip H.
Meat
Rabb.
marY: James W. Brown, Col
car decorated with their class
was named as an honorary
church official will preside at the
the Lit
B. McEwen, J. S. Bailey,
colors. Another event ereatipg member of the Beta Delta Chapannual meetings, which this year Ups A.
bern fc
J. 0. Patterson, 0. M. Kelly, 0.
much excitement around the :ter
will last around the clock.
five hu
T. Jones, S. M. Crouch and U. Es
school is the election of the footThe Young Matrons of the First
Delegates to this year's 20-day Miller.
Virgini
ball queen. Each homeroom has Baptist church had a very unisession will have a first look at
School
Special days during the co/Anselected a young lady to represent que program in observance of
the church's new two-story pub- cation will be Dec. 6 and 7, when
also th
them in the election. The queen their annual Young Matrons' night
lishing house which was recently
souther
all working and talking after busi- MACOMB
will come from the senior class, on last Sunday. Many Yottng BATON. ROUGE
Walnut st., was host to a nuns erected on the campus. Also sit- special presentations will be made
been I
and attendants will be chosen Matrons of the city's churches
her of his friends celebrating his uated on the site is the Temple, to Bishop Mason. Sunday, Dec.-le•-•
By MINNIE CLARK
By MRS, M. N. RINGGOLD ness sessions are over.
the las
will be designated as Mason's
from the remaining classes. The were present for the occasion
The Teachers who meet in Mon- Mr. Robert MeGruder of Gales- 2nd birthday.
with a seating capacity of 12,000,
We are very happy over receivtat
to
. Arenia C. Mallory
queen wil !select an outfit of The speaker eves Mrs. J P. Jones
roe, Louisiana during this session burg visited relatives here SunMrs. Artie Wade and her son. three dormitories,
and Bishop be present for Educational Day
Demi
her choice. She, along with of Mt. Zion Baptist church of ing a note from one of our On- of the Louisiana Education As- day.
are recuperating from a Mason's parsonage.
Henry.
I
Leave Teachers from Southern
eral sc
on Dec. 9, and Women's Day will
her attendants, will reign at the which her husband is
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Owens of shot illness.
pastor. She University, in the person of Mr. sociation will have the pleasure
•Other church leaders who have , be celebrated on Dec, 10, with
first st
game and will be guest of all . is a recent graduate of Lane
Mrs. Mary Talbert Eskridge has
col- •Huel Perkins. Mr. Perkins is of meeting a newly organized Moline visited relatives here rebeen selected to assist during the !Mrs. Lillian Brooks Coffey presidbiracia
other games of the season. .The iege, known to many at
!gone to Havana, Cuba to join her
group
that
is
doing
professional
cently.
Miss
-I studying on his Doctorate Degree
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sent to enforce integration. The mtoined in integrated Nashville Fairfield. Ala.
• Mrs. Pearlene Billingslea attend. 24 and 25. were the following: Hill church, Oct. 25.
Ala., where they visited Mr. Sher- last week
as legislature was expected to acn°°h''
C.
Mrs. Catherine Faucha of Mit- iffield's mother Mrs. Doxice Sher Rev
L. From the Emma B. Miller Chlb, Rev. Jenkins, a former pastor
Among those out of town who ed the program of
.insider a similar measure. HOUS-. TEXAS — Pleasanton became chell, Ind., is spending her vaca- ilfield.
caned here to attend the funeral Franklin and his group of De- Mrs. F. D. Parrish, Mrs. R. V. of the AME Zion Church is now
es of both legislatures passed re• the first Texas community to vote tion with her mother Mary Adair
the
at
was
Ma1 ,/..hard and Mrs. Amelia Lloyd. pastoring in Monroeville, Ala.
,
Mn. Banner Pittman of this of the Paige boy were his broth. troit. The program
solution condemning President Li- to integrate its school system en- and sister, Mrs. Lynette Johnson
city and daughter. Pansy Jones er, Curtiss Cain of Oakland, Calif., son Temple in Jackson, Miss., From the Lucy C. Jefferson club Graduation exercises of the
senhower's action in dispatching der new state laws. A school offi• of 929 3rd ave. No.
27.
Sunday,
October
were Mrs. G. A. Carmichael, Mrs.
,
of Barnett. Miss., were called to Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Seals of
Jackson's Beauty School were held
• ••
paratroopers to the Arkansas cap- cial at San Marcos said too-rapid
Mr. and Mrs William Dunham
L. M. Tollier and Mrs. D. II. ET
the
attend
to
Calif.,
Bakersfield.
i
BenW.
I.
Mrs
and
Mr.
Chicago.
Monday evening, Oct. 28 at Bapital,
integration had hurt Negroes and of 627 Dunbar Ct., are happy funeral of Mrs. Pitimen'e brothclub,
Cattle
Mrs.
Cathings
•
OKOLONA
Mrs.
tist Hill Church. Graduates were
dv of Gulfport, Mr. and Mrs. Mo-.
In a comprehensive survey of caused them to drop out of school. grand-parents oh a baby boy born
MOORE
'Parrish
second
is
MATTI':
MR-S.
vice
By
.
president
er Cecil Trotter
•
and,
Mr.
Biloxi,
of
Winston
Beatrice Letts, Mrs.
ses
Cleo
Mrs.
industrialists. political
leaders A federal Court ordered Hous- to their daughter and son-in-law,
of the
yra. Cern:i•
Funeral service was held last Mrs. Elisio Lewis of Hattieshurg,i Mrs. Tuner Tape is doing nicely .
Jefferson, Mrs. Magand industriel development even. ton to desegregate but set no Sir. and Mrs. Freddie Adems, Oct.
third vice president a d Eddie Bell
can, Southern School News found time limit.
31 at the Lloyd Noland hospital week at Pilgrim Bound Baptist Mrs. Louvenia Bailey of Bogalusa. since being a patient in the Oko- I S'1,..• Ellis is one of the State Or- nolis Lewis, Mrs. Daisy Mao
w P.
church for Charles Ray Paige, 17.' Mrs. Annie B.
Ewing, Mrs. Willie Augusta Stall• gigh and novol Iona Community hospital.
that racial incidents and tenMother and baby are tine
ganiters. The 1938 meeting will be
VIRGINIA — The U. S . Su. Rev. V) L. Harris, a recent Charles Ray the eon of Mr. and ! Thomas. Mrs Willie Mae Johnson
worth, Mrs. Rosie Bell Robhins,
Robert Gates iA at home after ield in Greenwood.
sions have set back industrial exMrs. Ella Maude Surdin, Mrs.
pension in some areas but that Prem. Court struck a blow at the victim of the Asiatic flu, is doing Mrs Hoy (Sleepy) Paige was a' of New Orleans, and Mr a n it being discharged from the Army
•
•
•
senior at Carver High school this' Mrs General Paige of Poplars ille. The Eastern Star MB church
Ruth Jackson and Mrs. Eloise
for the most part the region has state's placement law by refusing fine.
ABERDEEN
Payne. Mrs Ruby Kate Jackson
not been affected. To the question, to review a lower court decision
Mrs. Carrie Jimerson of R00 let term, was accidentally killed in' and a number of other relatives held its home conning day which '
a car wreck Thursday night, Oct.I and friends.
was a great success. They also The 10th grade class was happy and Mrs. Martha Lane, instrue•
"Is the region being hurt indus- holding it invalid in the Norfolk ave., No., is ill at her home
have
.to
E.
Russell
the
Jackson
,.,;.ii..," the taublication said the Newport News case. Segregation
tors.
Mr. Jimmie Le Fuller of Fifth 24, near Slidelle when the car hel Among those confined to the lo- celebrated Women's Day.
and Mary L Hodges hack with
answer is: "yes, and No, with !debate dominated the forthcoming ave.. & 22nd it.. No.. an emplOYe was driving ran into the hack di, cal hospital last week when Old! Rev. H. Winters preached a soul
junior high is now
Washington
I
They
them
absent
,
were
.
because
gubernatorial election.
p made his round were Mrs.i stirring sermon at Eastern Star
' of the Bessemer Rolling M ill, a parked loaded gravel truck. 1 Sleepy
'Ses, and No, with
using its first school bus for the
underwent surgery recently at Other passengers in the car were, Minnie Lee Render. Maude Con-I MB church. Rev. William is our , of illness•
much if not most of the weight
WEST VIRGINIA — Tensions
II Miss Georgia E. Woodruff, the first time in history. Mr. John
, Miss Emmer Pearl DeJournett, ley, Luther Jones, Alfred Mitchel, pastor.
on the No."
the Lloyd Noland hospital.
who was principal recently
r
she
attributed to the Little Rock-Fi
sit.
who
cuts
suffered
the
on
fore-. Nettie Waters, and Mr. Elam
Mr. Johnnie Davis was here charming daughter of Dr. and 1 passed away.
The Dunbar Blue Devils defeat.
Ala A state-by-state summary of u •
• of demon
nation set off a chain
crownbe
will
Woodruff
E.
R.
Mrs.
and
head
fractured.
a
and
chin
Wir developments follow's'
..
schoo 46-0 at the Bessemer StsMr.Mixon who have been a patient from St. LOW!' visiting his moth. ..r • . •
Mrs. Martha Nobles Mod last
ed as Miss Xavier at the Home
arm; Miss Burnie. Norman and for several weeks
er, Mrs Ada Davis.
— dium Monday ight. Oe 28.
•••
coming football game on Nov. 9 in week,
ALABAMA — State officials breaking a year's calm
Bond I.. Henderson, coach: Mr. Milton Acker who escaped injurFuneral services for Mr Isaac
Mrs. Willie Jefferson Is on the
New Orleans, La.
placement act, which they said
ies. Rev. R W. Woullard was the (Ike) Abram of Goodyear Com• BATESVILLE
J. S. Abrams. principal
was different from Virginia's inThe First Baptist Training Un- sick list.
By CLEY W. JOINER
The Wenonah thoigR
atel hltoo
hosserdhoo
st officiating minister with Cooks menity was held last Sunday at
validated law, would stand up in,
ion sponsored a halloween party Funeral service was held Thurs.
Funeral Directors in charge of Boguehouma Baptist church of
The Federation program at the Oct. 31 at the Masonic Temple. day for Mr. Joseph Minode whe
court as a test neared in Birthe, Wenonah campus. Wenonah arrangements.
I Logtown, Mr. Abram who had Harrisonville MB Church
was Mrs Johnnie Bee Sykes is chair- passed away in Bham. Ala, Tuesmingham.
JOHNSON CITY
will play Brighton at the home•
Mr. and Mrs. Rogest rain are been confined to the V. A. hos' coming game on its campus, Fri- the parents of a little daughter pital for several weeks passed in ! very successful with other church man of the Recreational Commit- day. He leaves his wife, Rosie
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
ARKANSAS — A stalemate
es participating. The pastor, Rev tee.
Lee; mother, Mrs Alberta WilBorn to Mr. and Mrs Nero day, Nov 8 at 1 34) p.m.
born to them last week in the lo- the V. A. hospital. lie leaves to
continued at a troop . occupied
Dandridge did the preaching
I Mrs. David Cousin, little (laugh- liams; one sister, Mrs. Annie Lee
Women's Day was obserned at cal hospital.
mourn hie passing. his wife, one
Little Rock high school as state Comes on Oct. 24 a 7 pound 4
Mrs. Marie Johnson who has . ter and son left Friday Nov. 1, to Miller of Jacksonville and many
and federal officials sought a solu- ounce daughter who was named the First Baptist church. So. BesMr. Charlie Scott who is a pa- daughter. Rebecca. George a n d been ill for sometime died sudjoin their husband and father in other relatives.
tion to the controversy imolvin Shirley Ann Goines, hut Shirley semer. Rev. L. C. Walker, pas• tient i the V A hospital Si Ness- th'ilmer of Detroit. Cooks Funeral
denly on Oct. 28 Her funeral was Mass.
Mr. Robert Jones who was
Orleans is said to have tinder. . home was in charge of arrange.
President Eisenhower and Gov Ann Gaines died 12 hours later tor.
held at Mt. Gillion MB Church. The Ladies Aid met Sunday, killed in an accident WAR buried
Pastor, officers and members of! gone an operation last week.
mente.
Orval Faubus. Classes went on on the same date. Interment
Rev, G. W. Ward, pastor officiat- Nov. 3, in the home of Mrs. Miriam Sunday at Boykin. Cheatham
more or less normally at Oh e occurred in West Lawn Cemetery the St. John Independent Metho•
Mr. snd Mrs. L, M. Drummond , Sir. Aaron Trotter who suffered ed. She leaves her husband Ike; Seeks with the president presid- Bros. were in charge.
on Oct. 25, with Dockery Funeral dish church worshipped with the
school.
was recently called to Mobile, a second stroke is confined to his son, Lealanrl, a stepfather, one ing, Mrs. Lou Jane Hines
•• •
officers
Home in charge.
Ala to attend the funeral of Mrs. home on Rosa it, His condition is sister, three brothers-in-law, one
and Norris are still on
Denise
The final rites for Miss Mar- Ward Chspel AME church FriDELAWARE — State Police
SPRINGVILLIS
Drummond's brother, Mr. Elbert said to be poor.
sister-in•law and a host of other the sick list.
conducted a two-day indoctrina- garet Hill. 31 who died in Knox- day, Nov. 1 in the appreciation
•• •
(Buddy) Herd.
relatives and friends.
Deanna Vaughn is recuperating
tion course on the legal aspects ville, Tenn., on Oct.
were held. service of their pastor, Rev. V.
MRS. FLORA MAE WOODra ,
Mr. and Mrs. Isiah Fredericks.
from a cold.
of school segregation - desegre- from Mt. Olive Baptist church on Wilhite,
STARKVILLE
gave
sister
Frederick's
Mrs.
been
and
has
T. C. Williams was at hit)
Dobson
Rev.
STARKVILLE
Mabeline
Miss
gation in anticipation of an even- the night of Oct. 30, with Rev.. The Big Three Nigh Worship was
By MRS. FANNIE MOORE
regular pastoral stand last Sunin with the flu.
By MRS. FANNIE MOORE
tual "showdown" on the issue. A S. N. Rogers officiating. She is, held at the First Baptist church their motter, Mrs. Alice Mannings'
Mrs. Alice Boyd, spent a few
Mrs. Katherine Johnson and Mr. day and delivered a soul-stirring
survey showed 43 percent of all survived by a mother. Mrs. Re- 1 So. Beseemer when Rev. Wood a surprise birthday psrty last
Mrs. Almeta James of Cleve- days in Chicago last week with
Henry Thompson, both faculty message We were proud to have
Negro children in desegregated, atrice Hill, a father, Mr. Buford delivered a wonderful message. Saturday night in the home of
visiting
weeks
land spent three
her son Mr. and Mrs. Thomas members of Aberdeen Vine Street in our midst two visitors from
stricts and 36 percent in deseg-• Hill, and other relatives. T h e Music was rendered by the Rig Mrs Fredericks. Among those
her grandmother, Mrs. Sallie
Wheeler and children.
!gated buildings.
School were absent several days Leeds. Ala. These young ladles
remains were shipped to Union! Three choir. Rev. L. C. Walker, who helped to make the surprise
ElMrs.
aunt
her
and
Cannon
were Mr and Mrs. Claborne
Mrs. Victoria (Toach) Gillespie, from school because of illness. came with Rev. and Mrs. T. C.
Mills, N. C., for interment with ' pastor
Collins.
zora
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA —i Mr. J. D. Ledford, funeral diMr. Eugene Whitfield is out Williams and were guests of Misr
of Cleveland, Ohio was home last
Rev. Felix Lawson, a long time Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie RobWashington's school board presi-, rector in charge.
Mrs. Lillie Lindsey was among week to the funeral of her sister, again after having been on the Betty Jean Moss of this city.
barber in the city, died Satur- inson. Mr. and Mrs Freddie AckSoWoman's
dent said the schools face the dan-, Mr. Carl Boston. 49, veteran of day night. Nev. 2. Fsneral
Mrs Anna Childs, which was held sick list for a week.
serv- er, Mr. and Mrs. Fred McGrew,. the delegates of the
On Sunday afternoon Rey, and
gerous problem of a "dispropor- World War 2. died Oct. 2. The' ice to be announced later.
•• •
Mr. and Mrs. Dodie Spivey, Mr. ciety of Christian Service who at- Wednesday, Nov. 6th,
Mrs. T. C. Williams. Mrs. Lois
tionately high" ratio of Negro stu- remains were shipped to Knoxin
meeting
and Mrs. G. P. Pickett, Mr. and tended the Interracial
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Banks, HOLLY SPRINGS
Moss, Mrs. Minnie Mae Kelly and
dents. Unofficial estimates show ville, Tenn . for interment in the
Mrs. Tommie Ford, Mr. and Mrs. Little Rock, Ark., recently.
former residents of this city, are The North Mississippi annual F. M. Woodie journeyed to Anniwhite enrollment has declined National C
McCann,
Lessie
Robinson.
Bell
CORRECTIONS
EYE
.
h
I Mr. Langston Allen of Anniston, now residing in Columbus, Miss, conference that convened at An- ston. Ala., where Rev. Williams
from 56 percent in 1945 to 30 Ledfor, funeral director, in charge.
Mathie Lou Preston, Dora Cash, Ala., and Mr. Albert Allen of Mrs. Banks is the former Linnic
derson Chapel Wednesday and ran de-livered a heart warming serschool, it is estimated, are handipercent this year.
Allen Mary Hall, Jeesie Memphis. Tenn., brothers of Rev. West, Mr. Banks is a graduate of through Sunday, was a great suc- mon.
charge.
capped by inadequate eyesight. Nancy
FLORIDA — The legislature
Mrs. Helen Day has returned to!
at the Pile
recent visitors Jackson College and is working
cess under the leadership of Bish- This meeting was held
On the other hand, most of these Lee Lull, Neomie Perkins, Monet- C. T. Allen, were
adopted a measure requiring the San Francisco, Calif.
Church. Rey, W. M.
t& Jones, Minnie Mae Jefferson, in his home. Mr. Allen will re' with the Boy Scouts.
cases are easily corrected.
op Luther Stewart of Hopkinsville, grim Baptist
Immediate closing of any school
Dunbar Elementary school Is
We were
Ky. Rev, W. C. Armstrong was Beaman is the minister.
where federal troops are assign- closed for two days due to the
this beautire-assigned to Anderson Chapel. highly entertained at
ed to enforce integration and fail- epidemic of the flu.
President and Mrs. E. E. Rank- ful new church and were elated
•-ed to readopt a "last resort"
Bishop Samuel Grimes from
building. The
in's little girl is resting fine after over this wonderful
measure vetoed by Gov. LeRoy New York, N. Y.. WAS here on
meets on Thureday
she was picked up by a man and bible class
Collins at the session !het June. the Mission for the Pentecostal
thrown face down to the concrete. night at the Mt. Canaan Baptist
GEORGIA — A group of 60 Assembly of the World recently
Singing at M. I. College Sunday Church, Trussville, Mrs. Beano is
27.
Oct.
Sunday,
was
Women's
the instructor.
southern .segregation leaders met
was very enjoyable.
evening
in Atlanta to discuss tightening Day at the General Assembly
The city school opened Monday.
Special
Sunday
program
church.
of voter requirements and plans
Mr. Fred Moore is acting as prinfor presenting their argument to evening. Topic: Woman, and the
cipal until the election of the
were
speakers
Gospel
Age.
Atomic
the nation, but no special southboard in July.
wide organization was expected Mother M. L. Green, of MemMiss Mary Lee Brown of Chicaphis, Tenn., Sister Octavia Hill
,result.
visited in-the city recently.
go
of Grace Temple church, city:
McRAR
Earnest Smith of Rust
President
KENTUCKY — Eleven addi- Mrs. Carrie Moragne of Friendship
Radio Station
over
spoke
By VIOLA THOMAS
College
Sis.
church.
Clark,
Ethel
tional Kentucky districts we r ei Baptist
WLOK Sunday.
shown to have "integrated situa- of General Assembly church, and
service at the New Shiloh
The
suddenly
Mr. Abe Waller passed
tions" bringing the state total to Sis. H. C. Patterson, Closing reWest Park. Funeral AB Church, Sunday, Nov. 3, was
on
home
his
at
MuClark.
Wm.
Pastor
by
marks
114. A federal court postponed,
Sunday school on
arrangements have not been made just fone—from
a desegregation order for Fulton sic by the General Assembly
throughout the day. Rev. S. T.
writing.
this
chorus.
at
Junior
high
school.
City
Fullwood preached a wonderful
The coronation re the Harvest
Rev. Bluitt, pastor of Hopewell
sermon at the noon day hour Also
LOUISIANA — Court - backed Festival King and Queen of
delivered a powerful sermon Suna very timely sermon at night.
integration at four once ell-white Douglass School was held in the
day. Rev. Mc(7elleon did likewise
Everyone enjoyed having him
colleges continued "remarkably school auditorium. The activity
at Providence
at church. He is a fine
uneventful" with between 103 and mac sponsored by the Parent.
L. Recker, pastor of back
Rev.
preacher and a wonderful pastor.
175 Negroes in attendance. A sur- Teacher Association of the school.
Asbury, visited the conference
vey showed the peak was 650 dur- The suceessful candidates were
Sunday.
Barbara Totton.
ing the 1956 summer seesion.
Gail Scott. queen; Jerry McConThe entertainment given at the Jones and
Industrial ColprinBailey.
Sharon
king:
nell,
home of Miss Lesaye Lee Davis The Mississippi
showsurvey
MARYLAND — A
held
Friday was very enjoyable. lege home-coming will be
cess and Billy Vaught. prince.
last
attendNegroes
of
ed the number
Thanksgiving Day. The game will
A program of musical selecA large number of 411 Club
county
white
all
ing formerly
p. m. on the M. I.
tions was rendered by Mrs. Elms
girls accompanied Miss Davis to be called at 2:00
schools doubled this year. with
Bearcats will face
Scott preceding the coronation.
Jackson, Tuesday to the State and campus. Rust
segregation.
reBerne
are invited —
Mrs. Novella Bailey was chairCounty Round-up. Among those the Tigers. Friends
be priced at $1 00.
who attended were Misses Flora- tickets will
MISSISSIPPI — A Mississippi man of the harvest Festival comWendell
graphic arts major.
ommander
senior
(
Cadet
to
univer
1,incoln
at
tachment
—
week for a
CHANGING COMMANDS
edan,. outlined a 10 point program mittee' Mrs. Delores Young. PTA
stein Walton, Elizabeth Walton, See your agent each
Looking on are cadet flag
Parker, cadet major from
idly, Mo., turns over the regiIA. Col. Wilbert D. Fisher,
for "the day the heat of integra-! president; Mrs. Rose C. Carson,
Ella Mary McGowan, Carrie Lee Defender.
bearers.
Parker
Mo.
a
is
City,
Kansas
regiment
the
and
fag
mental
deROTC
the
of
commander
tion" is put on the state and Gov. principal..
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14 TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Jackson State Tigers
Whip Grambling 39-20

Sat., Nov. 16, 1957

Stork Stops

a Granibling pass and went 44
yards for Jackson's final touchdown. G ra
ng'b final score
came on a 70-yard pass from Curdefeated them 30-20. The loss was tis Cotton to Louii Underwood.
the third in a row'for the Bayou Pete, Ardrian Lewis, H
Tigers.
Eiland, Aaron Jones, Ray Self,
Jackson won the toss add with Willie Dismuke, Curtis Startling
All-American candidate Maxelle and Willie Neal were outstanding
Spriggs moving the ball to Gram. desensively for .lackson. Murry,
bling's 26, the Tigers scored on a Powell, Culmee. J. T. Jones and
pass from quarterback Ernest Cotton Starred fur Grambling.
Williams to William Conner, James Jackson had 15 first downs and
Brooks added the extra point The 148 yards rushing. Grambling had
score climaxed an 86-yard (hive. 19 first downs and 133 yards rushA pass from Russell Smith to ing.
James Clurner was good for 16
yards and a touchdown. Jackson's
second score came on a four-yi:rd
buck by William Spencer.
In the second quarter. a p3,,
play from Williams to William
Conner covering 72 yards added
six more points to send Coach LONG BEACH, Calif. — (INS)
John A. Merritt's crew ahead 19- — Charley Sifford Sunday became
the first Negro golfer ever to gain
6 at the half.
a "big time" title as he took a
COSTLY FUMBLE
sudden
death playoff to win the
Starting the second half with,
Grambling's great back, Edward $11,500 Long Beach open championship.
Murry, doing the honors, Grambling moved to. the Jackson five The four-time National Neg
where they were stopped cold on open champ from Philadelphia
the three. Jackson moved 79 yards turned back
Eric Monti of Los
for another score as Williams hit
Angeles with a six.foot putt for a
Ardis Andrews on the eleven.
A 59-yard pass play from Murry birdie on the third hole of the exto Preston Powell set up Gram-'tended match.
bling's second tally. Powell scor- On the second extra hole, Monti,
ed on the next play on a pass a club golfer, blew the title by
from Murry. Melvin Pete raced
60 yards to score on a Grambling missing a three-foot putt.
Sifford got 61,700 for his effort,
fumble in the fourth period.
As Grambling tried desperately ,$500 of it for being low scorer on
to score, Willie Neal intercepted ;the third day of play.
The Jackson State college Tigers
bottled up Grambling college's
highly touted single-wing ogee.
sive here Saturday afternoon and

1.,PL

A daughter, Deborah Renee A son, Rickey Wayne Dixon, to A daughter. Martha Ann Addl.
-Davis, to Mr. and Mrs. Tom Davis Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Dixon of son, to Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Addi1446 Pillow.
et 2167 Clarksdale.
son of 957 Texas.
A son, William Smpson, to Mr. A son, Ike Bernard Mason, to A daughter, Sharon Diane King,
and Mrs. Peter Simpson of 932Ai Mr. and Mrs. Ike Mason of 1368 to Mr. and Mrs. Ben King of
Lewis.
Kney.
820 David.
A son, Melvin Walton, to Mr. A son, Karl Jerome Franklin, A daughter, Patricia Ann Coopand Mrs. Williamson Walton of to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Frankin er, to Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Coop1031 C. Tupelo.
of 50 W. Fay.
er of 190 Sunflower.
A daughter. Beverly Ann Woods, A son, Calvin Lawrence Booker, A son, Gilbert Doryl Ware, to
by advisor Miss Peggy M. Wit.
cab, Ky'; Blanche Stoke s,
to Mr. and Mrs. Lei,i Woods of to Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin R. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Ware of WE WANT A TOLCHDOWN
will come through loud and
hams, physical education de.
Booker of 600 E. Georgia.
106 St. Paul,
freshman, Lexington, Ky.; Do320 N. Main.
ant.
State
strong
Tennessee
as
partment instructor, are (left
A daughter, Gwendolyn Lavon Nov. 4-57
ris Taylor, sophomore. LouNOV. 5-57
cheerleaders
versity's
bevy
of
;
to
right) Sarah M. Pittman,
Smith, to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond A son, Melvin James Baggins, A daughter, Debra Ann Brown,
isville, Ky.; Brenda Yeager.
senior, Columbia, Miss.; Patrito Mr. and Mrs. Willie Baggins to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brown, lead the homecoming throng
0. Smith of 296 Sanderson.
freshman, Louisville, Ky., and
Kentucky
college
State
when
cia
Fields
A son, Carl Anthony Williams, of 737 Flynn Rd.
Ethel
and
Foster,
captain of the cheerleaders,
lof 1314 Kney.
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Wil- A daughter, Carolyn Elizabeth A daughter, Catherine Neal, to visits Nashville's "University
sophomores, Nashville; LaurRamona Casselle, senior, Wilk
Fields, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Mr. and Mrs. Willie F.
Thanksgiving
on
day.
Hill"
the
liams of 1135 Woodlawn.
ence
Carter,
freshman,
Paduliamsburg, Va.
Neal of
Paced
through
their
A daughter Alfreida Shenla Fields of 577 E. Georgia.
routnes
337 Dixie Mall.
Brown, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles A daughter, Sharon Denise West- A son, Donald Maiming. Jr.,
brook, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Manning
Brown of 1566 Ely.
A daughter. Mae Lee Gregory. Westbrook of 1447 College.
lof 1325 Michigan.
1
to 91r. and Mrs. Lee Gregory of A daughter, Mary Margaret A daughter, Betty Jean RichPowell,
to
Mr.
67 W. Waldorf.
and Mrs. James W. ards, to Mr. and Mrs. Seabon
A son, Edith 11rince. to Mr. and Powell of 1i95 Georgia.
'Richards of 92 W. Colorado.
Mrs. James Prince of 2075 Ben- A son, Anthony Mantonio Jones, A daughter, Pamara
Rachelle
ford.
to Mr. and Mrs. Odell Jones of ,Murphy, to Mr. and Mrs. William
A daughter, Jo Ann Treble, to 832 N. Main.
H. Murphy of 1184 Tunica.
Mr. and Mrs. William Treble Of A son, Elton Ladell Johnson, to A son, Erwin Warren
White, HAMPTON, Va. — William
DOVER, Del. — Fire bird John
187 Dukes Ct.
Mr. and Mrs. ‘
,Nlvester Johnson to Mr. and Mrs. R. L White
Monroe, National Intercollegiate S
Nov. 7-57
of 886 Lavon.
Sample and Skip McCain's new
lot 1467 Ragan.
A son, to 5Ir. and Mrs, Elmer
tennis champion from Charlottessecret weapon, a human 8-feet 3,
Marrison of 757 Oympir.
elite, ya., was honored at special
230 pound nay "Rusty" Hayes,
A daughter, Carolyn Denie
se•
M
halftime ceremonies during the
By JAMES L. O'NEAL
wrecked a stubborn Delaware
Atee, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert I
Hampton Institute homecoming
alcAtee of 1010 Richert.
State Hornet squad here t
SAVANNAH,
STARTS SUNDAY!
—
Ga.
by
Led
game against Lincoln (Pa.) last
A daughter, Jacqueline Griggs,
the flashy sophomore Nathaniel windy, chilly Saturday afternoon,
NOV. 17
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe If. Griggs I
Saturday.
before approximately 4,000 highly
of 1911 Ketner Cir.
4 - BIG DAYS - 4
Introduced to the large throng Davis, Savannah State college partisan
fans
21-0.
A daughter, Sherry Kennse
Southeastern Athletic conference
. by President Alonzo G. Moron as
Delaware and Maryland, testing
Moore, to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
champion, scored an upset v i c
NEW YORK — The National
a
example
fine
of
Hampton
the
Moore of 675 Tillman.
was released from the hospital
a •battle of opposing lines, probasketball association rareer of
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Excell
Thursday after undergoing ex.'fighting spirit, Monroe presented tory over Alabama State college duced a scoreless
Willie Gardner has ended — even
first stanza, with'
Blanchard of 1224 Firestone.
13-7,
earn
Montgomery,
Ala.,
to
tensive tests for the past 25 days. !the large sterling silver trophy to of
only the Hornets decided WenA son, Anthony Ray Williams, before it began.
the college where it will be dis- its first victory this season.
The
235-pound
Gardner
was
lion In Maryland's John Sample
to Mr. and Mrs Willie Williams The 24.year-old member of the cnunted on to be
one of t he played during the current school
After seven minutes of play in
------- New York Knirkerbockers has been
of 847 Randle.
injecting periodic thrills. Substi
year.
Knicks'
top
performers
but
played
ordered
Nathaniel
Davi
by doctors, who discoverthe last quarter,
A son, Willie Glfnn Ford, to
title Hawk quarterback Joe Rob-1
in only two pre-season exhibition I His win over Archille Petit of
raced his way across the Alabama
Mr. and Mrs. Walie Ford of ed he had a heart condition, to games. A native of Indianapolis
Central
at
college,
State
Xenis,
inson on the third play of the
refrain
from
athletics
or stren1108 Louisiana.
touchscored
the
and
line
goal
he played with Crispus Attucks Ohio, last summer, marked the
second frame tossed 10 yards to
A daughter, Willie Mae Clark uous labor.
high
teams before joining the first time the championship has down rind the extra point on an
Vernon Vaughn of the Delsware
to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie J. Clark Gardner was purchased from Trotters,
been won by a Hamptonian. It end run to give Savannah State
the Harlem Globetrotters last
Cl 522 N. Manassas.
7 after Roger Brown, a standout
the victory.
fourth
the
in
is
27-year
time
the
Spring
for
a
reported
580.000.
DocA daughter, Lynda Fay Jack.
history of the tennis matches the
The Tigers scored their firs guard who starred offensively and
ion, to Mr. and Mrs. lames H. tors said the six -foot-eight athlete
trophy has gone to a C1AA team. touchdown in the first quarter defensively,
apparently suffered a "silent' —
had
piloted
a
Jackson of 7291 Eldridge.
or painless — heart attack some
when sophomore John Price i n Stan Jones, Rusty Hayes 27 yard'
Nov. 8-57.
Their third son, Tony weighted tercepted a pass on his 28 yard march to that point. Vaughn spurt
A daughter, Anita Louise Pryor, time last summer.
BI
ARR
to Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Pryor of When told the news, Gardner ; A fifth child, Tony Leonard. eight pounds five ounces at birth. line and on the next play, half- ed the remaining seven yards to
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said,
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back Roy Hayward from Winter score. Sample converted and auj
Holmes
children
other
The
are
45 W. Waldorf.
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Joe 1.,Ce
A daughter, Delois Malone, to going to do I don't have any
Barbara Jean, 111: Joe' Lee, jr., Park, Fla., raced 25 yards to Ala- the half Maryland State led 7-0.
SIANWICK I
GENE
Holmes, of 296 Simpson, at 5: Eli Louis, 3, and Vicky Lynn, bama three yard line.
JOHN \ BARRI
Maryland State pressure — Carl
Mr. and lilt's. William 1'. Malone plans right now
I
The
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•1
oot
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-eight
-inch
Willie
Crump
I
hospital
recently.
Naylor
and Bill Murray subbing
of 1437 Eloise.
Fullback John Price hueked
ERICSON
16 months.
I D.00 a SAIRW. UttER
JAGGERac•RoRd
A son, Clarence Albert Jr.. to
through the line for two yards and at the Marylanders line when play
.ScoPE
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Albert of
resumed,
carried from the Deethe first touchdown of the game
,A
Cu%ser..
'
,
soft
81 E. Illinois.
The Hornets from Montgom- ware 26 to the visitors 33. Roger
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. SylBrown
in
and
the
air
took
Alfa
the
ery
second
to
Mouton stalled the
vester Thompson of 5021 Wilburn.
quarter on the passing of quar- advance and Naylor kicked to the
A son, Donald Lee Townsend,
terback Julius Hope to halfback Maryland 20. Sample galloped to
to Mr. arid Mrs. Willie L. TownJohn Ranaaw to tie the score 6-6 the 27.
send of 1562 Tayner.
Ransaw ran the extra point
A daughter, Goria Jean Clemaround end to give Alabama a
ons, to Mr. and Mrs. Sammie
7-6 half time lead.
Clemons of 948 Porter.
The Tigers clinched the game
A son, Steven 1§1cDougle. to Mr.
when Davis, from Anniston, Ala.
and Mrs. Henry ItcDougle of
GREENSBORO, N. C. — The yard line as Riley Morris, Flori-:Otis Perry, A & T quarterback. raced 32 yards to the Hornets' one
1740 Kansas.
A son, Roy Sykes Jr , to Mr. A de T college Aggies suffered da tackle, covered a fumble by Johnson kicked the extra point. yard line, and then went up the
middle to score.
and Mrs. Roy Sykes of 183 W. their worst defeat of the season
Neon.
in falling before a juggernaut
A son, Fadin Renee White, to 42-6 Saturday in a football game
Mr. and Mrs. 1. D. White
of here at Memorial stadium.
745 St. Paul.
A few more than 6,000 ehi'del
A son, Willie Nathaniel Spelfans, saw the Floridians score in
ling, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie E.
every period, once each in the
SPelling of 819 Marble.
first and final stanzas and twice
A daughter, to Mr. and
Mrs.
011ie L. Williams of 578 St. Paul, each in the second and third to
KANSAS CITY — More than 50
outclass the locals.
Born At John Gaston Hospital
friends of the late Dowdal Davis
Alonzo Vereen. 196-pound speed
Nov. 2-57
have organized a committee to
A daughter. Brenda Lee Cloyd, merchant for the Florida outfit,
establish a memorial scholarship
to Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Cloydwas a key engineer in the scorin his name at the University of
ing spree. Besides scoring two of
ed' 1520 S. Lauderdale
Kansas.
A daughter, Nancy Marie Green, his team's touchdowns, he broke
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mr. Davis, who died suddenly
E. Green away for a brilliant 30.yard run
last June. was general manager of
of 1500 Fields.
which set up another.
A son to Mr. and
the Kansas City Call, president of
Mrs. S. B. About the only thing which gave
the Urban League of Kansas City,
Davis of 276 W. Dison.
Aggie fans reason for genuine
member of the Police CommisA WA, Melvin Miller, to
Mr. and cheer was Arthur Worthy's 70Mrs. Mos. Miller of 336
sioners and civic leader.
Dixie l yard touchdown play on which he
Mall
Scholarships will be granted
gathered in a 40-yard pass from
A von, Walter Joe
from the income earned by the
Paid Swann, Aggie quarterback
to Mr. and Mrs. Esker Anderson
fund to students from the Greate
Anderson
' and galloped the remaining disof 900 Willoughby.
Kansas City area on the basis of
tance.
A daughter, Cheryl Ann
scholastic achievement, character,
Evans, The locals threatened twice alto Mr. and Mrs. Odell
leadership,
citizenship and finanEvans of ter that, but both were turned
1487 Barton.
cial need.
, back by a team, rated number
A daughter, Angela
Hall, to Mr. one among Negro aggregations
The Davis scholarship will be
and Mrs. W. T.
Hall of 1472 in the country.
matched by a residence nail
Stevenson.
scholarship from the Kansas uni
; The Rattlers scored midway the
A daughter,
Patricia Ann Ed.' first period as James Williams.
versity Endowtnent association
Mond, to Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie quarterback, shot a nine-yard
Recipients
will be selected by the
Edmond of 1538 Willis.
pass to William Johnson, end, who
University Scholarship committee
Nov. 3-57
had
without
moved
reference
into
to race, sex or
the end zone. The
A daughter, Galelyn
Renee Car- drive started on the Aggie
religion.
28ter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon W.
Dr. Franklin D. Murphy, chanCarter of 2362 Zanone.
cellor of the University of KanA 30tt, to Mr. and
Mrs. James
sas, and Mr. Lyman Field, chairBlake of 2227 Stovall.
men of the board of Police Com... when the family gathers at table ... the unique
On the big day.
A daughter, Brenda
Lee Eggle. ALBANY, Ga, — Before an
missioners of Kansas City and a
ton, to Mr. and
taste of Coca-Cola adds to the pleasure of the meeting and
good
Mrs. Eddie, over-flow homecoming audience,
classmate of Mr. Davis are coEggleston of 1266 Nichols.
eating. And all through the holiday week-end, at party-time,
Albany State college upset undechairmen of the committee.
A daughter, ivy
BIG REASON — One of the
Alexander, to frated. untied Florida Normal colconversation-time, you'll find there are so many occasnack-time,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
reasons that can be advancAlexander lege, 9-7. The great defensive
of 811 Hilton.
ed for tlie unblemished record
sions when you want to serve Coke. The best-loved sparkling drink
game of the Albanians came as a
A daughter, Brenda Yvonne' surprise
of the Florida A and M Reif
to the Florida team vilio
in all the world ... make sure there's plenty of Coke on hand.
Edwards, to Mr. and Mrs. Mel-! entered
len; is the fine work at the
•
the game three touch
ofsway
men..
yin M. Edwards of 957 Ford Pl.
guard
post
contrinuted by
down favorites.
Carl Crowell. This 208 pounder
who stands 5 feet 9 inches,
has been a terror to the opposition offense and defense.
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The Stork Visits
The J. L. Homes

Rattlers Give Aggie.sf
Worst Beating, 42 To 6

Friends Start
Dowdal Davis
Memorial Fund
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Feasting...
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Fun...

PUT IN A BIG SUPPLY OF COKE!

Albany State Wins

MALCO THEATRE
STARTS SATURDAY
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The Flood That Destroyed the World!
A Cast of 10,000!
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MARKS 90TH YEAR — The
Hampton chapter of the National Alumni association non.
competitive float pauses in
the colorful Hampton Institute homecoming parade re•
cently, to permit more than a
glimpse of its three lovely dee-

orations. They are Miss
Elaine Overton, junior, Norfolk. Va.; Miss Malta Hamlin. junior, Leaksville, N. C.:
and Ann Clokes, sophomore.
Va• The Delta Sigma
Theta-Omega Psi Phi liea t

won first prize, Phillis Wheatley society, second, and Alpha Kappa Alpha • Alpha
Phi Alpha third. The parade
was part of a weekend of
festivities marking the instikite's 90th year.

City Beautiful Eyes Turn To NATO's
Club Gets Award
For Projects
Big Top Level Meet

•

Await Ruling In
A NAAirpc,

JACKSON. Miss. — Construction
of the new $500,000 Jackson Stab,
college library got underway this
week with appropriate ground
breaking ceremonies. Of the moo
ey available for construction.
$400,000 was appropriated by thi•
• Mississitmi State building commit
Luau.: ROCK, Ark. — (INS) replacing the mayor and city
sion while $15,000 came as a gift
Education — Arkansas NAACP leaders wait council.
General
the
from
Board in what might have heen ed anxiously for a riding front , Little Rot•k has been plagued
the last grant it made to a col- Federal Judge Roy Harper as to with race trouble since schools
or- opened. Sept. 3, under a federal
lege before its liquidation a few the ,••gality of a tattle Rock
dinance enacted to curb the ac- court order to Integrate Central
years ago.
organizaNegro
High. Inti•rgration was av, ',fishThe new facility, which will he tivities of the
ed with the aid of federal troops
modern and functional in every tion.
Judge
but
held
was
hearing
A
who are still posted at the school
detail. will be a three-story
decia
down
hand
not
did
liarper
.
to maintain order.
structure and will be completely
lair-conditioned with rubber tile sion. lie did, however, refuse to. Last week" city election o as the
NAACP,
the
petitioners,
the
grant
rooms.
floors in all reading
first in memory in which the race
The building will include sever- an injunction which would pro- problem has been an Issue. Four
al reading rooms, four listening hibit the city from enforcing the of the 21 candidates for the seven
rooms, a current news alcove, a act.
directorships are being supported
receiving room, a reference room, The ordinance, pased Oct. 15, and heralded by Amis Guthridge,
a staff lounge, a student confer- requires submission of financial attorney for the pro-segregation
ence room, a small kitchenette, anti no•mbership records to the capital citizens council, as avid
a student typing room, two semi- local clerk of court by certain
of integration.
type of organizations.
nar rooms and offices.
admit
freely
officials
Municipal
AUTO RIDE
the ordinance was passed to hamPresident llarding was the first
string the NAACP.
to ride to his inauguration in aa
Judge Harper, who is from St.
automobile rather than in a carLouis but is sitting in an Arkansas
riage.
,
federal district court vacancy,
•••
I temporarily. gave no indication
Alabama estimates her coal reNAstiviLLE, Tenn _ pianist when he might rule on the consti, ,
serves at present rates of conlutionality of the ordinance,
Matthew Kennedy was presented
siimption will last about 2,000
•
Rock
voters
Meanwhile,
Little
recently by the Fisk University ,
years
were going to the poles to name
Department of Music in a Fat-,
seven directors for the city's
'
ty Recital in the Fisk Memorial.
• new
government
managerial
chapel.
which will go into office Nov. 11,
An artist of international repute,

RIPLEY
LAUDE DALECounty

NEWS

\,‘

ase

Pianist Heard
At Fisk U.

Kennedy is Assistant Professor of
Pianoforte at Fisk from which he
received the Bachelor of Arts do'
The City Beautiful club a n d
Civic club were given awards at
lead to war. I gree cum laude. He also holds
often
1
Alliances
STEWART
T.
EDGAR
By
the Master of Science degree
I the last meeting of the City Beauthink it oils Confucius who said,
tiful Commission meeting held at i Next month the heads of the "When a man jumps up to fight it from Juilliard School of Music.
;
Critics in Europe, the United
the YWCA, of 541 Vance ave., re- i 15 nations composing NATO will 1 means the fool has lost his argilStates. Canada and South Amer
cently.
meet in Paris France in what will , ment.
.
awards
. lea have praised Kennedy for his
They were presented the
be the biggest top level meeting
too. Alb-- "indubitable artistry," "excellent
for completing their special proj- since the great conference at Ver. Nations lose arguments
together,
hold
always
don't
ances
was
announcement
technique and sensitiVity," "noteels. The
sailles, France following World
made by Miley R. Johnikan and ' War 1.
i The most famous ones of recent' able good twig." He has been
the,
for
Manning.
as "a real artist . .
described
W.
Theresa
Miss
, Therefore, it is timely to note times were the Triple Alliance
a brilliant pianist who blends auNegro division of the Commission , just what NATO is and why we
t
A
•ed f
•
•
thority with his art . . . a manMrs. W. Jeter Eason, chairman have it. The four letters mean
To offset it. the ter of ntehdeykenvalamabred "
n playing
of the Commission, spoke on City North Atli-title Treaty Organiza-' Hungary and Italy.
of
composed
was
the
Beautiful, it's objectives and out- lion. It is a military alliance. but; Triple Entente
Russia.
and
France
Britain
piano since he was four years
standing accomplishments.
'
unlike many military alliances , _
1
It
When
Another Summer has passed and
' d old.
The rules and regulations for the its primary purpose is to prevent!
fall has
claiming that the war was not a de•
His program included composi- the onslaught of another
city-wide Christnias lighting con- War.
fensive war and that Germany was tions by Scarlatti-Tausig, Beet- taken the children out of the
test was given by Mrs. Paul GilThe final advice of George Wash-, the aggressor.
The
hoven, Rachmaninoff, Debussy, A.1- streets and cotton fields.
lespie, chairman, and Mrs. W. D. ington to the American people,'
teachers are back from their Sumco chairman. The when he left office as president,' One writer has well said, "It was beniz and Chopin.
McKinnie,
mer vacations and ready to re-1
principal of Lincoln school. Mr. was to stay out of entangling al-1 not the 15 free nations that held
TURISE I ELEGAN E — With
some their routines in the classholiday season is by making
E. L. Washburn, gave the de- 'lances. Of course, Washington NATO together, but NATO that
rooms and finish the interrupted
sa many attractve ways to
Turkey Elegante, which comnations
free
together."
the
held
could not foresee the changes and
term.
serve turkey, yiu just must
bines broccoli and turkey with
ideologies that would come into
The various churches of the
bny a large one for Thanksa rick cream sauce 11th a
the world.
county are closing out their fall
giving dinner- A glamourous
grated Parmesan cheese tipNATO'S PURPOSE
drives and they are all preparing
wny to fix leftover turkey this
NATO's main purpdse is to profor the approaching holidays.
Little
of
Mrs. Mary E. Johnson
Members of Miles Chapel CME
tect its members from CommunRock, Ark, and her two children, church were happy to have their
ions. It is said that within five
13,
Dwight,
and
16,
Charmaine,
,
pastor, Rev. B. F. Harris, reyears Russia seized 400,000 square
were the weekend guests of their turned.
miles of territory with a popula•
cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Tim Bar- Rev, Samuel Herran of St. Paul
tion of 00 million people without
nes, of 268 Field.
in Memphis is advertising Owen
WRIGHT-PATERSON AFB, 0. firing a shot.
The Johnsons were here to at- college by preaching at one of
1949.
in
Nafounded
was
NATO
McFatM.
James
Col.
— Lt.
tend the Horace Mann high school- the Lauderdale county churches
ridge has been assigned to head- tions do not lose any of their sovBooker T. Washington High school each week.
quarters, Air Material Command's ereignty by becoming a member.
football game. Mts. Johnson and Mrs. Anna Taylor has been dinPrograms and Requirements Di- It is not a superstate, just an alliher husband, H. T.. "Squat" John- missed from Crump hospital 111
ance. The nations are the United
vision, Directorate of Supply.
son, are co- owners of Hotel Memphis. She is at the home of
•
The colonel served previously at States, Britain, France, Canada.
Charmaine and the Johnson Busi- her daughter, Mrs. Willie K.
Wright Patterson in 1952-54, when Iceland, Norway, Denmark, West
.
ness school in Little Rock.
Saunders.
•
Nether•
he was a member of the Director- Germany, Belgium, The
, While here, they also Tisitedi Mrs. Eliza Jackson, who Was
Luxembourg,
Italy,
Maintenance Engineering , lands, Turkey,
radio station WDIA and Tri-State struck by a car on a Ripley street1
By CARI,OTTA STEWART
There are two 14 year old boys ate of
'
the Equipment Authortza- Greece and Portugal.
Defender.rccently, is improving.
' Musing: New Psychology of who live a few houses from me. and
Euneed
S.
U.
the
does
Why
division.
tion
down
rearing children . . Cont'd from Everytime I ride my bike
Col. McFatridge's military ex- rope? The answer is to avoid ecoThe'that way they ask me to come
last week. Mental health
includes assignments to nomic strangulation, use of Euperience
I
them.
foundations of mental health are sit on the porch with
Air Material Forc- rope's brain power, air bases, sea- ORDAINS MINISTER — Rev.
Headquarters,
is
it
if
parents
laid in infancy. The baby needs have asked my
Europe at Wiesbaden, Ger- ports, etc. We also need Asia and Eulis Ingram, who was recently
in
es,
They
"no."
say
they
or
right and
a close relation to his mother
ordained a minister at Pleasant
many as Director of Material, Africa.
a motherly person who cares for said "wait and let them come sit
View Baptist church, of 2328
Headquarters, 2900 Air Depot Wing DON'T REFUSE
him continuously. Separation from on your porch and introduce
I recall an occasion when a foot- Hunter, the Rev. J. H. Walker,
San Antonio, Tex., and as armshis mother can jeopardize his be- themselves to you." I am 14 and
Lowry Air ball player refused to try to catch pastor, has been called as pasdance with a ment instructor at
lief in her constancy and protec- haven't gone to
a pass because it was difficult. An tor of Strong Chapel Baptist
Force Base, Denver, Colo.
tion . . which are the rocks on boy yet and I have not had any
opponent yelled, "If you don't want church. The Council, which sumwhich he will build hit relation kind of a date. Please help me!
it. I'll take it," and leaped into the moned Rev. Ingram, was ComWorried
to all other people and to society.
air, caught the pass and went back posed of the following ministers:
Dear Worried:
Dear Carlotta:
the other way with it. If we refuse Dr. Walker, Rev. J. Madison TyYour parents are right. It just
Asia and Africa, Russia will take dus, city missionary': Rev. 0. M.
isn't the thing to do, and probably
Johnson, Rev. 0. D. Toney, Rev.
them and go back the other way.
think
would cause the boys to
It. Brady and Dr. I. L. Boyd,
Paris is the heaciquarters.
close
no
live
less of you. If they
Henri Spaak of Belgium is secre- whl preached the ordination ser"I'll settle this my on way,"
to you, someone in the neighbrtary general. The first military mon and gave the charge. All of
286
of
Williams,
Carroll
be
and
all
them
was
know
hood should
commander was Gen. Eisenhower, the above ministers took part on
they
after
you
police
Then
told
you.
Fourth,
introduce
S.
to
able
the present one is Gen. Norstad, the program and also Mr. Yonne
could invite them to your home. found him with his hand shot.
of St. John Baptist church. '
Americans.
After spending the night in jail, both
Or perhaps some day when they
pass your home yoo might in- and facing Judge Boushe the next I
1480 KCS
WLOK
5000 WATTS
vite them up and introduce your- morning, he changed his mind. He!
lost.
self and then introduce them to told the judge that he had
your parents. They will come if $400 in a crap game and was shot
an arguthey are interested. On the whole, by an unktown person in
the best place to meet lads your ment that followed.
The judge charged him $16 for
own age is at school or at your
disorderly conduct.
church.

Little Rockians
Visit Memphis

Send Colonel
To New Post
At Ohio Base
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SIGNATURE
AUTO-FURNITURE
hy people Ilk•
There is a r
to do business with as You, too,
will lik• our courteous trisatno•nt
and desire to help you.
"Open Thursday and Fridary
Night. Until 8:00 P.M.
Closed All Day Saturday.'

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENUE
Homo Operated - Homo Owned

Phone JA 5-7611

•
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A-200

KILLS
CRABS
IMMEDIATELY!
Gat fast relief! A-100 Id&
Crab., Lice, and their *gap
—In minutes!
Easy to use —Ilk. a sham,.
e. Not
irraitirrtess
i yyour
ointalr
ia:st.
Won't
won't stain your clothes.
Washes right out.
Go to the drug store and
buy A-I00 today!

•

IkPECIAL OFFER!
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Sat., Nov. 16, 1957
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With LEODA GAMMON
Leftover Turkey Can Have Glam•Ivegetable combinations. In addiour
tion, it adds high quality protein
1 and many other food mutrienta
Of course, you are going to have
to a meal. Why not try such an
turkey for Thanksgiving. The only . elegant dish with your leftover
problem is whether to buy a big turkey or chicken?
one or a small one. With so many
Turkey Elegante
attractive ways to serve left over ,
2 packages quick-frozen
turkey you could go wrong if
broccoli
you buy a big turkey. This is u tablespoons butter
especially true if you are having :6 tablespoons flour
guests in during the holiday week- 142 teaspoons salt
1Few grains pepper
end.
Leftover turkey can be just 13 cups milk
as delicious as the first slices off : Sliced Turkey
the newly roasted bird. Glamour- i 1-3 cup grated Parmesan style
toe your left over poultry this cheese
holiday season by serving it in 812 toast points
an unusual maner. Turkey Ele- Cook broccoli according to digante combines broccoli and tur- rections on p a c k a g e. Drain
Or with a rich cream sauce
with,
Melt butter, blend in
Parmesan:thoroughly.
topping of grated
flour, salt and pepper. Gradually
cheese. To make a perfect holi- ladd milk. Cook, stirring constantday luncheon, serve it over crisp ,i..,
y until thickened. Arrange brocbuttered toast points accompanied icoli on heat-proof platter; cover
by a molded fruit salad and hot
with layer of sliced turkey, then
rolls — a quick and easy to precream sauce. Sprinkle with
pare meal, and one with eye 'cheese. Bake
in moderate oven,
I
appeal as well.
1350., 15-20 minutes until heated.
A rich cream sauce, such as If desired, broil until brown. Garthe one in this dish, is a natural nish with toast points. Makes 4-6
flavor compliment to poultry and servings.

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

8-200 BUTEN— by
•

Loses $400, Is
Shot In Hand

I

INYKITDouche Kit

I.

for just 500 and front
panel of "Lysol" carton
"Tinykit" is so tiny —it tucks
away in a travel bag!
It coVains a latex douche bag
verth i nozzle designed exactly as
pproved by doctors for douching. Plus a waterproof case.
It's yours from "Lysol"—for just
504 and the front panel of a
"Lysol" carton.
Use the coupon below. Limited time
only.
Use "Lysol" regularly in your douche,
and you'll always feel
clean inside.

4 1.11.11 • 1.1401 4.1801,

Tenn.

"Thsyk11"
Rog 1111, Akron N. Ghlo
Please send .-linvkit" in plain wrap.
Per. I enclose 504 and front panel of
-Lyeol" carton.
Name
Adams

.J

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new °Mee at the Mississippi
State Line, MADAM BELL Is back after •
long time of being away and at last she is
hack to stay In her sew home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
vow lest faith in year husband, wife or sweetheart? Are yen
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are year
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read tile to yes just as she would read an open honk.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at Met.
Located en Highway 51 South. just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where sh• use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. B. sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times ISho never bad an office in West Memphis.1
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehives State Line and get
elf at State We sad walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY It TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hears 9 a.m. to 9 p.ss.
Readings Daily, Open ea Sundays
I don't make any home calla or answer any letters. Rs sere
to look for the right sign end the right name.

Memphis, Tennessee
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1957
TIME
6 00- 6 55
505- 7-00
700' 730
7-30. 500
510- 8 30
/I 30- 5.45
045' 900
500' 930
9'30-10-00
10:00-10,05
1015-1115
11:55-12:00
Is 00- 1.00
1 00- 1 -30
1.30- 1.35
I -55- 2:00
2'00- 300
3 00- 1 00
410- 500

PROGRAM

ANNOUNCIS

T. /I Gordon
Sign On-Spiritual Moments
1. H Gordon
New.
T. II Gordon
Jubilee Tim•
I If Gordon
Piniritual Moments
Oral Roberts Healing Waters 1. R. Gordon
H Gordon
Jordan Wonder.
L H Gordon
Flund•y Music
Site Voices
T H Gordon
•,..t.
Christian Fellowship Church
Cane Cole
NOW,
Cane Col•
OR Hit Parade
Cane Cole
News
Remote
Bishop Patterson
Cane Cole
OR Hit Parade
R. J. Kelly
Young Negro SpeCte
R. J Kelly
News
Cane Cols
Platter Part'
Remota
Bishop McEwen
Remota
Rev Brewster

I.

Monday Through Saturday
5 00- 6 00
6.00- 6.30
(130. 1515
6:55- ,,no
TOO- 8:30
g:30- 815
1455- 9:00
POO- 9,55
9:55-1010
10-00-1010
1155-11:00
11,00-12:55
12755- 100
1 .00- 1 -30
1,30. 1115
2145- 510
2:50- 2:55
2:55- 3:00
3,00- 3:55
355- 4:00
400- 4:45
4145- 510

Olen On-Sotritual Sunbeam.
Snirltual sunbe•ms
Hooky Dory Tithing Club
News - Sports
Hanky Dory
Sweet Chariot Tim.
News
Sweet Chariot Time
News
Sweet Talking Time
News
Hunk, DOT, Show
News
Hanky Dory Show
Rev I. H Gordon
For Peace
Church News
leews
Cane Colo Club
Haws
Cane Cola Club
Snort,' Mtn Off

14 Gordon
I N. Gordon
Runk, Dory
Hunk, Dore
Runty Dory
1 R Gordon
I. R. Clordon
R. Gordon
t. 14 Gordon
Cane Cole
Cane Cole
Hunky Dory
Runk, Dorw
Hunk, Dory
T. If Gordon
T. H Gordon
1. R Gordon
T. N Gordon
Cans Cole
Cone Cole
Cane Cole
Cane Cole

alentucky's great bourbon in a gift bottle
...gift wrapped for you at no extra cost.

tient' se bourbon
BOURBON...GIVE IT!
IF YOU CAN GIVE A BETTERPROOF
• CANCIEBT AGE OIST.ar isktsratr.IPL
ItEtiLlIGICI STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKLY • 6 )(LARS OLD r 86

\Ark. Bestows Honors
On 4-H Club Winners

16 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Nov. 16, 1957

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — State
Runners-up for achievement and
champions in Negro 4-H club work leadershir were Clyde Etta 'I3io
will be given special recognition son of Desha county, Henry
at the sevencth arinual 44-1 Club Cauley of Clark county, Bar
Congress at Philander Smith col- McCastle of Jefferson county and
Samuel Townsel of Stiller County.
lege Nov. 14 and 15.
The winners were announced by
C. A. Vines, associate director of
• •
the Agricultural Extension service, University of Arkansas, recently.
Two boys and two girls will be
recognized for winning the high-1
est honors bestowed in Negro; WARWICK, N'a. — (ANP) — A
4-H Club work. They are Robert $3-year-old Negro businessman.
Hal! of Pulaski county and Glor- known in this community as Robia Jean Hare of Cross county,
walked into the
state achievement winners, and ert Lawraoce
Charles Jackson of Miller county police station and voluntarily conand Bettye Taylor of Phillips fessed that he was wanted for
county, leadership winners.
killing two persons in a PittsOTHER WINNERS
burgh suburb in 1926.
Others include first place winScheduled to return to Ailed..
ners in project demonstrations.
ny, Pa., for possible proSeeildelle
They are Kattie Mae Locket of
murder of his common WV
Mississippi county, canning; Da- in the
vid Veasey of Phillips county, wife, and her friend, Robert B
electric; Charles Coates of Jeffer- , is Robert Lee Payton, who
son county, cotton; Abram Payton' been a fugitive for the .pa
of Lonoke county, garden; Doro-' years.
thy Fears of Phillips county, home
Police checked the story, and
improvement; Raimon Patton of found that Payton was still want.
Phillips county, poultry; Robert ed. Ile fled from Pennsylvania
Fitz of Woodruff county, tractor after having been indicted on
care; and Fredie Williams of Chi- charges of murder and mancot county, dress revue.
slaughter.

Vol

1926 Fugitive
Gives Self Up

BEFORE AND AFTER—Debris littered the yard (left)
of Mrs. Minnie Bolden. of 1156
St. Charles, before members

of the 40th ward, First
cinct City Beautiful Club
unteered to clean it up
the 72 year old widow.

Prevolfor
She

told members of the committee that her health and finances were not sufficient enough
for her to do the work her-

self. With the aid of members of the New Chicago Civic
club, the 11 women, who initiated the project, repaired the

shed and removed the junk in
the yard (right). Mrs. Inez
Bou'din is president of the

40th Ward club and Mr. Matthews Davis is president of
the New Chicago club.
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Giving Old Crow
is traditional at
Holiday time
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PROOF
WHAT A CHANGE — The
yard on the left is the same
as the one on the right after
members of the 40th Ward,

First Precinct City Beautiful
club and the New Chicago
Civic club cleaned It up. For
cleaning the yard the two

clubs received a $10 award
each and the 40th ward club
also received 11 dogwood
trees from the City Beautiful

commission.
The
awards
were made at a special meet.
mg held at the Vance Street
YWCA, of 541 Vance, recently.

enough
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enough
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WANT
That
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public
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ask
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The fence on the right was
built around the yard of Mrs.
Minnie Bolden, a 72-year-old
widow.
4

Two Civic Clubs Receive Awards HUMBOLDT,
TENNESSEE
For Beautifying Widow's Yard
The City Beautiful commission, impossible for her to clean up thel bers of the New Chicago club
presented two $10 awards to two; place. Mrs. Boulriin asked if she joined the women in their project
clubs for completing a special' minded if the members of the. and the work was soon completed.
project, with one receiving 11 dog- 40th Ward, First Precinct club do
Members of the 40th Ward club
wood trees as a special gift at. the job. The widow said she would who participated in the project
a special meeting at the YVi'CA, be grateful if they did.
were Mrs. Esther Chambers, Miss
$41 Vance, last week.
The 11 women started the work, Edwanor Porter, Mrs. Estell OverThe 40th Ward, First City Beau- but soon realized that some of it all. Mrs. Ida Macklin, Mrs. Rosie
tiful club received the award and was too heavy tor them. They Miller, Mrs. Tabor, Mrs. Molly
trees for initiating and promoting talked to Matthews Davis, presi- Alexander, Sirs. Lucille Price,
the project; while the New Chi- dent of the New Chicago Civic, Mrs. Rachel Brown, Mrs. Eslie
cago Civic club received theirs' club and other members Mem- Hutchinson and Mrs. Rouldio.
for helping them.
Last March, the City Beautiful
Commission offered a reward to
the civic organization that would
take a project of its choice and
beautify the area.
WIDOW'S HOME
The only organization to take a
project and complete it was the
40th Ward club, of which Mrs.
Inez Bouldin is president. They
American Education week was Achieve, Ways to Provide Better
Chose the home of Mrs. Minnie highlighted at Porter Junior High Education and air Community's
Bolden, of 1156 St Charles, a 72- school. of 620 S. Lauderdale st.,1 Relation to the School.
year-old widow.
with open house last week.
The public was asked to discuss
There were diplapidated sheds
Parents and patrons were in - these topics during the week.
taht needed tearding down in her sited to visit grades one through,
By participation in this manner
back yard, wood and junk of all nine during class sessions. Mr. M
kind scattered about the ground, N. Conley, principal, and Mrs. 0. and visits, citizens showed their
end an old fence was falling down S. Shannon, assistant pricipal, interest in better education and
and needud repairing.
stated that the school made a the important role whieh schools
Mrs. Bolden had been told gy special effort to emphasize the
play.
city officials that her home needed responsibilities and obligations of
repairing, old outhouses needed citizenship
The Morrill act establishing the
tearing down and debris ,leaned
The general theme for this year
from the premises.
was -An Educated People Moves land grant colleges in the United
GAINED PERMISSION
Freedom Forward." Daily topics States was passed by congress in
She explained to the commit- were: Education for Moral Values. 1862.
tee that she had little money and Education for Responsible Citi.
her physical strength made it zenship, What Our Schools Should

Parents Visit Porter
School For Ed. Week
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DIXIE-BILT MOTORS

DIA

,l's fun to play music! it's
more fun for bass players
.,ho enjoy the rich,
lullmlor tones of
KING. Whether
you play the
classics or
Jazz, you'll
luta the
ease of
handling and
tone of a
,

here with
his oscilloscope—a device which makes electric currents visible to_lb. e eye. Mr. Bundy's
work in electronics-is highly secret— but there's
no secret about his choice of cigarettes. "I've
been smoking Luckies for years," he says.
"They really taste better."

"IT'S TOASTED"
to taste better!

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS

Pet hobbles include recording on tape (above),
improving on sports cars (below). But when it
comes to smoking, Mr. Bundy PIPPli no room for
improvement: "When you've got lasckies,"
he says, "what more could you ask for'?"

Low Bank Financing • Day or Night

MUSIC

fnr

KING • CLEVELAND
AMERICAN-STANDARD

111 Madison Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.

o

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR

Open 'Ti!9 P.M. • FA 4-5557

LIGHT UP
A

hg

ALSO

As Low As $50 Down
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

A Lucky I. a LIGHT smoke! it's made of fine,
mild, good-tooting tobacco that', 'Nested to
taste even better. Says Mr. Bundy, "Luckiea
are the best-tasting cigarette I ever smoked!"
5. Cw

haw,of

SMOKE

-LIGHT UP A LUCKY!

dittoairant(.7
o4zeo-errary-"Sofrureo- ts our nadir Nam"
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We Finance These Ourselves

CO.
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Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
COLIE STOLTZ

MEMPHIS Am
MI=
1070 on your dial Amm

PHYSICIST Robert Bundy is shown

The Gloxina Art and Garden' sity and who underwent
an operclub had its meeting at the home;ation in Nashville, is
recovering
of Mr. and Mrs. George Cper
oo
at the home of his parents, Rev.
on 8th ave., recently. Mrs. Cooper, and Mrs. C. F. Ferrell.
and Mrs. Lucy were hostesses.' Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Farmer
The president, Mrs. W. S. Vance, and
Rev. C. F. Ferrell are represided. Guests present were covering
from injuries received in
Mrs. W. M. Donald, president of an
automobile accident while en
the City Federation, and Mrs.i route
to Nashville recently.
Mary
Gillespie.
Refreshments'
The death of Mrs. Bessie Bond
were served.
was a shock to members of the
The club will have its annual
community last week. She is surChristmas home decoration pil- 1 vived by
her husband, Mr. Aaron
grimage Dec. 16. Members pres- Bond, a
daughter and two sisters.
ent were Mesdames C. C. ThomThe pastor appointed to Morning
as, Olga Baskerville, Martha
Lecy, Drucilla Tuggle, Ora Lee Star Baptist church is the Rev.
W. A. Owen of Forest City, Ark.
Gentry, Miss Lila Northcross and
Members of his congregation are
Miss Enid Sims.
looking forward to his moving his
Miss Ora Mae Barnett left for, family to Humboldt
soon
Chicago recently. Before she left,
Churches, clubs and other orher friends at St. Mary's hospital
gave her a surprise going -away, ganizations send your news, anparty at the home of Miss Lila nouncements to Miss Enid Sims,
of 904 9th ave., Humboldt. tele.
Northcross.
phone SU 4-9541.
FEDERATION OF CLUBS
Mrs. Mary Barnett Robinson
and her children, Bernard and
Words of the Wise
Julia Diane, of Memphis were the
A humble man can do great
weekend guests of her parents,
things with an uncommon perMr. and Mrs. Dan Barnett.
is no longer
The City Federation of Clubs fection tscause he accidentals,
concerned about
met at the home of Mr. and Sirs.
like his own Interests and his
John Thomas last week. Mrs • own reputation, and thereLucy Collier and the Hawaiian
fore he no longer needs to
club were hostesses. •
waste his efforts In defending
—(Thomas Merton)
them.
Mr. Obadiah Claybrook, a student at Tenn. A, and I. lini::er•
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